
1 INCH-POUND i

MILITARY SPEC1F1CATION

HYBRID MICROCIRCUITS,
GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR

This specification is approved for use by
ments and Agencies of the Department

1. SCOPE

all Depart-
of Defense.

● 1.1 w. This specification establishes the genera L re.quireme”ts for hybrid
microcircuits and specifies the qua Lity .s”d reliability assurance requirements tthich
shall be met in the acquisition of such devices. The types of devices covered by
this specification inc Lude but are not timited to hybrid microcircuits and microwave
hybrid or integrated circuits. Detait requirements, specific characteristics, and
other provisions uhich are sensitive to the particular intended use sha[l be
specified in the applicable device procurement specific ati cm. Three quality
assurance requirement options directed at, but not (imi ted to, tow volume custom
devices, medium volume custom or cata[og devices and high volume cata Log standard
hybrid microcircuits (tab[e 1, options 1, 2 and 3, respectively) are provided for in
this specification. Two qua Lity assurance (evels for hybrid microcircuits, classes K
and H, are also provided for in this specification.

2. APPLICASLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Government documents.

2. 1.1 Specifications. standards, and handbooks. The fol Louing specifications,
standards, and handbooks form a part of this document to the extent specified
herein. Un[ess otherwise specified, the issue of these documents are those tisted in
the issue of the Department of Defense Index of Specification* and Standards (D ODISS)
and supplement thereto, cited in the so(icitatio” (see 6.2).

SPECIFICATIONS

MILITARY

MI L-S-19500

MI L-1-23011

MI L- M-3851O

MI L-N-46025

tlI L-N-46026

HIL-I -46058

MI L-u-55565

I Beneficial c.amme”ts

Semiconductor Devices, General Specification for.

iron-Nicke( ALloys for Sea[i”g to GLasses a“d Ceramics.

Microcircuits, Genera L Specification for.

Nicke L Sar, Flat Wire (Ribbon) and Strip (For Electronic
Use).

Nickel Rod and Uire (Round) (For Electronic Use).

insulating Compound, Electrical.

Microcircuits, Packaging of.

1

(recommendations, additions, deletions) and any pertinent

I
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self-addressed Standardization Document lmproveme~t Proposai (6D For; 1426)
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MI L-H-38534A

STANDARDS

FEDERAL

FE D- ST D-209 -

MILITARY

UIL-STD-1OO -

MI L- ST O-280 -

MI L- ST D-750 -

MI L-s TD-883 -

MI L- ST O-975

MI L-s TD-976

MI L- ST D-1285 -

MI L- ST D-1331 -

MI L-s TD- 1520 -

MI L-s TD- 1772 -

MI L-s TD-45662 -

Clean Room and Uork Station Requirements, Contro[[ed
Environments.

Engineering Drawing Practices.

Definitions of Item Leve(s, Item Exchangeability, Mode Ls
and Re [a ted Terms.

Test Methods for Semiconductor Devices.

Test Methods and Procedures for Microelectronics.

NASA Standard Parts List.

certification Requirements for Microcircuits.

Marking of Electrical and Electronic Parts.

Parameters to be Controtked for the Specification of
Microcircuits.

Corrective Action a“d Disposition for Nonconforming
Mater iaLs.

Certification Requirements for Nybrid Microcircuit
Facilities and Lines.

Calibration Systems Requirements.

2. 1.2 Other Government documents. drawings. and oub( ications. The fol (owing
other Government documents, drawings, and p. b( icat ions form a part of this document
to the extent specified herein. Un[ess other uise specified, the issues are those
cited in the solicitation.

Handbook H4/H8 Commercia[ and Government Entity (CAGE) Handbook.

DLAM 8200.2 - Procurement Quality Assurance Support manua(
for Defense contract Administration Service.

NAVSHIPS 0967-190-4010 - Manufactureras Designating Symbo Ls.

(Unkess otherwise indicated, copies of federat and military specifications,
standards, and handbooks are avai (able from the Standardization Oocuments Order
desk, Building 4D, 700 Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111 -5094.)
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2.2 Non-Government publications. The following documents form a part of this
document to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise specified, the issues of
the documents which are DoD adopted are those Listed i“ the issue of the DODISS
cited in the so[icitati.an. Unless otherwise specified, the issues of documents not
Listed in the DOOISS are the isswes of the documents cited in the solicitation (see
6.2).

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS (ASTM)

ASTM B487 - Measurement of Meta L a“d Oxide Coating Thickness by
Microscopical Examination of a cross Section.

ASTM B567 - Heas”rement of Coating Thickness by the Sets
8ackscatter )leth.od.

ASTM F-15 - Iron-Nickel-Cobalt Sealing Alloy.

ASTM F-30 - Nicke[ Sea(i”g A(loys.

ASTM B-170 - Oxygen Free Electrolytic Copper Refinery Shapes.

(Application for copies should be addressed to the America” Society for Testing
and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103. )

EL EcTRoulc IndUStrieS ASSOCIATION CEIA)

JEP-19 Genera L Standard for Statistical Process Control.

JEP-108 Distributor Requirements for Handting Elect ro- static
Discharge Sensitive (E SDS) Oevices.

JEP- 109 General Requirements for Distributors of Military
Integrated Circuits.

JEOEC-STD-9 - Meta L Package Specification for Microelectronic
Packages a“d Covers.

(Application for copies she. (d be addressed to the E[ectro”ic Industries
Association, 2001 Eye Street, N.u. , Uashi”gto”, DC 20006. )

(Non-Government standards and other publications are norma L[y avai Lab Le from the
organ iz.aticms that prepare or distribute the documents. These documents also may
be available i“ or through Libraries or other in forma tio”at services.

● 2.3 Order of precedence. In the event of a conflict between the text of this
document a“d the references cited herein (except for related associated device
procurement specification, or MS standards), the text of this document takes
precedence. Nothing in this docurne”t, however, supersedes applicable laws and
regulati.ms un Less a specific exemption has been obtained.

3
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3.

● 3.1

REQUIREMENTS

Genera[ . The manufacturer of hybrid microcircuits, in compliance uith this
specifi-shetl have o“d “se production a“d test facilities and a qua(ity and
reliability assurance program adeqmte to assure successful compliance with the
provisions of this specification and the associated device procurement
specification. Adeq”.acy of a hybrid manufacturer to meet the requirements of this
specific atic. ” sh.a(l be determimd by the Government qualifying activity. The
individual item requirements shall be as specified in the associated device
procurement specification and herein. Onty hybrid microcircuits which are
inspected for and meet aL\ the requirements of this specification and the
associated device procurement specification sha(l be marked as compliant and
delivered.

Facilities and programs Listed on the Ouatif ied Manufacturer Ss List (Q ML) may be
used for the manufacture of other than compliant hybrid microcircuits; however, any
use or reference to compliant device marking (see 3.6.8.3), classes K and H
certification status or this specification in such a U.SY as to state or imply
equivalency (and thereby Government endorsement) in connection with noncompliant
devices is prohibited and may be cause for revocation of certification or OML
status (or both).

NOTE, Uhe” a“y manufacturer, contractor, subcontractor or original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) claims a device is comp[ iant with MI L-s TD-883, at(
Provisions of MI L- ST D-883 sh.sl L be met.

* 3 .1.1 Device procurement specification. Appendix C details the format and data
requirements to be submitted uith any device procured under MI L-H-38534. The
specific requirements required for each device is outlined in appendix C, however,
other requirements may be necessary for a give” technology, product or specia L
conditions. This specification must be negotiated between vendor and customer
before a product build ca” occur (especially in the Application Specific Integrated
Cir CUit [A SIC I enviromne”t). This format foL[ows the Standardized Mititarv Drawing
(s MD) in”acco; dance with DOD- ST D-1OO.

* 3 .1.2 Co” flictin.a req”irement~. In the event of con ftict
requirements of this specification and other requirements of
procurement specification, the precedence in which documents
descending order, is as fo( lous:

between the
the appiicab(e device
shall govern, in

a.

b.

c.

NOTE :

= 3 .1.3

Oevice procurement specification.

This specification.

specifications, stand ard$, end other documents referenced in section 2.

Ordering data (see 6.2) may be provided i“ the purchase order or contract;
houever, any modification or deletion of any of the requirements of this
specification will result in the manufactured device being deemed a
noncompliant hybrid in accordance with this specification.

Terms. definitions. methods. and symbols. For the purposes of this
specification, the terms, definition, methods, and symbo Ls of MI L- ST D-883,
MI L- ST D-750, MI L- STO-1331 and those contained herein shat( apply and sha(L be used
in applicable device procurement specification wherever they are pertinent. The
Government qWLifying activity sha LL interpret the definitions of 6.6 for “se
wherever pertinent. The item (evels of part, subassembly, assemb(y, unit, group,
set and system,
f. MI L-s TD-280,
part ic”[ar type
tYpe name.

as well as the anci[kary terms accessory a“d attachment, contained
shall be applicable to this specification. To further describe a
of hybrid microcircuit, additional modifiers may be prefixed to the

4
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3 .1.3.1 Antistatic materials. Antistatic materials which resists triboelectric
appropriate. Plastic materials impregnated with antistatic agents (ant istats) are

antistatic if their surface resist ivity is between 1 x 109 and 1 x 101’

ohms/sq.

3. 1.3.2 Baseline index of documents. The qualifying activity shall review,
approve, and maintain on file the procedures, process specifications and process
qualification reports that are in general, the documents which estab(i$h the
base{i”e for a given hybrid ma””facturer in satisfying the requirements of
certification and qualification in accordance with sections A and B of
ttl L-sTD- 1772.

3. 1.3.3 Burn-i” lot. The burn-in lot used for purposes of percent defective
a( lowable (POA) or pattern failure accountability (or both), shatl be aS defined by
the manufacturer a“d approved by the q“alifyi”g activity.

3. 1.3.4 Compound bond. A wire bond ptaced on top of another wire bond or wire
shal( be permitted on{y as specified hecei”.

3 .1.3.5 Conductive mater ia [s. Co”d”ctive mater ia(s capable of electrostatic

fie(d shie(di”g and having a v.al”me resist ivity of 1 x 103 ohm-cm maximum or a

surface resist ivity kess than 1 x 105 ohms/sq she(l be used 8s appropriate.

3. 1.3.6 OeLta (A) Limits. Oe[ta limits, maxi!rm changes in specified parameter
readings which permit device acceptance on specified tests, shall be based on
comparison of present ,measureme”ts with specified previous measurements.

Note, Uhen expressed as a percentage value, they shall be calculated as a
proportion of previobsty masured vaiues.

3.

resi

3.
of h
test

.3.7 Dissipative materials. Dissipative materials having a surface

tivity between 1 x 105 and 1 x 109 ohmslsq sha(( be used es appropriate.

.3.8 Electrostatic discharge sensitivity (E SOS). The level of susceptibility
brid microcircuits to damage by static electricity, found by c[as.sificat ion
ng, sha(L be used as the basis for assigning an ESDS class.

3 .1.3.9 E[eme”t. A constituent of a hybrid microc. irc”it that contributes
directly to~erati.a” (e. g., chip resistor, capacitor, diode, transistor,
integrated circuit, SAW, substrate, package, etc. , incorporated into’ a hybrid
microcircuit), shall be an eLement of the hybrid microcircuit.

3.1.3.10 Fi”aL seal. After manufacturing operations which complete the enc Losure
of a device fol [owing alL aL louable rework so that f“i-ther inter”ak processing
cannot be performed, and for the p“rp.ase of seat date code identification and

, q“a(ity conformance inspection (QC1) testing, the final seal date code shal L be
used.

3.1.3.11 Comp Li ant hybrid microcircuits. Compliant hybrid microcircuits shal L
meet, without exception, all of the requirements of this specification.

3.1.3.12 HYbrid microcircuits. Hybrid microcircuits shall consist of a
combination of two or more of the fo(Lc. t+i”g elements:

a. Fitm microcircuit (see 6.6.7).

b. Monolithic microcircuit (see 6.6.11).

c. Semiconductor etement (see 6.6.20).

d. Passive chip or printed or deposited substrate elements (see 6.6.14).

5
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3.1.3.13 Hybrid microcircuit tyD e (device tyDe). The term ,,hybrid microcircuit
tYPe” (device type) refers to a single specific hybrid micrc.circuit configuration.
All sflmples of a hybrid micrc.circuit type sha(t be e(ectrical(y and functiona((y
interchangeable with each other, have the same e[ectric.s{ and enviro. menta[ test
limits and use the same package, materials, piece parts and assemb(y processes.

* 3.1.3.14 Ins Dect iOn lots. Inspection lots sha(i consist of a quantity of hybrid
microcircuits of a single hybrid microcircuit type (required for group A) or several
different circuit types (at Lo. ed for groups B, C, and D tests onLy) in a sing(e
package type and (cad finish submitted at one time for fina L acceptance. Atl
devices within each inspection tot shall be finat(y sealed in the same period not
exceeding 13 weeks. Inspection Lot identification shall be maintained from the time
the lot is formed unti[ the lot is accepted. Inspection lot traceability sha Li be
maintained to the production tots from uhich it uas formed. For ciass K devices, an
inspection lot shat L consist of one production Lot.

3. 1.3.14.1 Inspection (ot formation. Inspection lot formation is required if the
inspection tot is to be format~y accepted by the lot ret ated OCI testing of
MI L-s TD-883, method 5005 or method 5008. If the in-Line process verification
testing alternative is used, inspection lot formation is not required. For in-line
process verification, process traceabi lity must be maintained such that hybrid
devices can be c(e.sr(y identified to specific periods of in-(ine process testing.

3.1.3.15 Ins. (ati”q mater iats. Insulating mater ia(s having a v.l”me resist iviry
12 14

Oflxlo ohm-cm minimum, or a surface resist ivity of 1 x 10 ohmslsq

minimum sha Lt be used as required.

3.1.3.16 Noncontinuous Production. Noncontinuous production sha[l occur uhen
devices are hekd by the manufacturer, with no additional assembly uork performed,
for more than 30 days.

3.1.3.17 m. PDA shall be the maximum observed percent defective which ui 1(
permit the lot to be accepted after the specified 100 percent test.

3.1.3.18 Qualifying activity. The qualifying activity shatl be the
organ izationa~ eLement of the Government that grants certification and qua[if ied
manufacturers List (Q ML) status.

* 3.1.3.19 Acquiring activitv (Procuring activity). The organizational element of
the Government which contracts for artickes, supp Lies, or services may authorize
a contractor or subcontractor to be its agent. !dhen this organizational e(ement of
the Government has given specific written authorization to a contractor or
subcontractor to serve as agent, the agent shalt not have the authority to grant
waivers, deviations or exceptions to this specification unless specific written
authorization to do so has also been given by the Government organization which is
the preparing activity, or qUalif Yin9 aCtivit Y.

In the absence of a specific acquiring activity, the acquiring activity shall be an
organization within the suppi ieras company that is independent of the group
responsible for device design, process development or screening, or may be an
independent organization outside the supp[ ieras company. Qualification,
requalification or engineering data must be maintained on fi(e and be avai(ab~e for
review by the qualifying activity and future acquiring activities.

● 3.1.3.20 Production lot. A.prod. ct ion tot shail consist of a device type
manufactured from the same bas!c raw mater iats on the same production line,
processed under the same manufacturing techniques and co”trots using the same type
of equipment. The production tot shall be formed at or prior to device kit
preparation (i. e., reLe. se to manufacturing). In addition, for class K devices,
atL materials shalt be from the same incoming inspection tot for each e(ement.

6
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● 3.1.3.21 Standard eval..stio” circuit (test cou Do” or vehic LeL. Test vehicles or
CO UPO” S that simut ate the a$semb Ly process: mater iaks, and construction techniques
used on the manufacture of act”aL hybrid microcircuit types sha Ll be manufactured
in an actual production e“vir.anment by trained perso”ne L “sing approved test
methods a“d procedures with proper traceability records. Standard evaluation
circuits may be used for process qualification purposes i“ tieu of actual devices.

● 3.1.3.22 wafer lots. Uafer (.ats shall consists of mfcrocirc”it wafers formed
into lots at the start of wafer fabrication for homoge”e.aus processing as a group.
Each Lot shal( be assigned a “ni.que identifier or code to provide traceability a“d
maintain tot integrity thrwghout the fabrication process.

Uafer Lot pr.acessi”g as a h.amogene.ws group shall be accomplished by any of the
fo[Lowi”g procedures, providing process schedutes and contr.oks are sufficiently
maintained to assure identical processing in accordance uith process instructions
of aLl “afers in the [et:

a. Batch processing of atL wafers in the wafer tot through the same machine
process steps sim.lta”eous[y.

b. Continuous or seq”entia( processing (wafer by wafer or batch portions of
wafer tot) of .(1 uafers through the same machine or process steps.

c. Piral Lel processing of portions of the wafer lot through multiple machines
or process stations on the s-me certified line, provided statistical

qualitY cO. tro L assures and demonstrates correlation betueen stations and
separately processed portions of the uafer tot.

Rework of a uafer (i. e., the strip a“d redeposit i.a” of a layer in order to correct
a nonconformance to a s.pecificatio” limit) shall “ot be al L.ai+ed. Additional etch
to correct a “.anconforma”ce to a specification limit, photo resist strip a“d recoat,
or processing to ccmti”ue or finish incomplete processing, sha LL “at be considered
rework. For class K, additional deposition of oxide tie”, g[assi vat ion, or any
interconnect layers (e. g., potysili co”, alumi”m, etc. ) sha Ll not be al loued.

* 3.2 Item re.a. irements. The i“divid”al item requirements for hybrid
microcircuits de Live red under this specification shall be documented i“ the device
procurement specification. Unless otherwise approved by the acquiring activity, a(L
hybrid microcircuits shat( heve 8“ operating ternperat”re range from -55-C to +125-C
and any references to minimum or maximum operating temperatures sha(l refer to the
respective lower o“d upper limits of this range (i. e., the maximum applicable
operating case temperature or ambient temperature sha LL be specified). Contractor
prepared device procurement specifications in accordance with appendix C shal( be

appr Oved by the acquiring activity as acceptable for the requirements of a specific
contract or order.

3.2.1 Country of manufacture. A(L hybrid microcircuits shall be mamfactured,
assembled, and tested within the U.S. and its territories, except es provided by
inter natio”a[ agreement establishing reciprocal and equivalent Govermnent qua(ity
system and procedures.
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3.3 Classification of requirements. The requirements for hybrid microcircuits
are delineated herein as fo([ows:

Tit(e

Quality assurance
Certification and q..atificnt ion

Element evnluatic. n
Process control
Screening
Quality conformance inspection (QCI)
Traceability
configuration controk

Design and construction
Uorkmansh ip

Paragraph

3.4
3.4.1
3.4.2
3.4.3
3.4.4
3.4.5
3.4.6
3.4.7
3.5
3.7

3.3.1 Certification of conformance and acouisitio” trace abititt. Manufacturers
or Suppliers inc[uding dealers a“d distributors who offer the product described by
this specification shali provide written certification, signed by the corporate
officer who has management responsibility for the production of the product, (1)
that the product being suppt ied has been ma”. factured and tested in accordance with
this specification and conforms to alL of its req. ireme”ts, (2) that at~ products
are as described on the certificate which accompanies the shiprne”t, and (3) that
dealers and distributors have handled the product in accordance with the
requirements of JEDEC Publications 108 a“d 109. The responsible corporate of fic iat
may, by documented authorization, designate other responsible individuals to sign
the certificate, but, the responsibility for conformity with the facts shall rest
with the responsible corporate officer. The certification shall be confirmed by
documentation to the Government or to users with Governrne”t contracts or
subcontracts, regardless of whether the products are acquired directiy from the
manufacturer or from another source such as a distributor. Uhen other sources are
involved, their acquisition certification shalt be in addition to the certificates
of conformance and acquisition traceability provided by the ma”. f.sct”rer .a”d
previous distributors. The certificate sha Ll include the fol towing information:

a. Manufacturer documentation:

(1) Man. factuveras name and address.

(2) Customerns or distributors name a“d address.

(3) Device type and product assurance level.

(4) Lot date code and latest reinspection date, if .spp(icab(e.

(5) Quantity of devices in shipment from manufacturer.

(6) Statement certifying product conformance and traceability.

(7) Si9nature and date of transaction.

b. Distributor docurne”tet ion for each distributor:

(1) Distributoras name .a”d address.

(2) Name and address of customer.

(3) Quantity of devices in shipment.

(4) Latest reinspection date, if applicable.

8
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Certification that this shipment is
the manufacturers docume”tati.an.

Signature and date of transaction.

a Part of the shipment covered by

* 3.4 Quality assurance re.auirements. Two levels of quality assurance (c[asses K
and H) are r.rovided for in this specification. Class K is the highest aua(it Y
assurame level of this specific a~ion a“d is intended for space a~plicrit’i.a”.
Delivered devices shal[ be those Mhich have bee” subjected to and passed a(L

app~ icable requirements, tests, and inspections detai(ed herein. Devices or Lots
uhich have failed to pass .s”y tests applied or acceptame criterion (P DA, sample
size (accept number)) shall not be downgraded to a“y L.suer qua(ity assurance leve L
even though that test or critericm may not be a requirement of the lower level
(i. e., a failed device or tot shall “ot be accepted). ALL of the requirements
contained in this spe.cificati.a” app(y to every compliant hybrid microcircuit except
where table 1 specifically provides for a“ alternative.

The quality assurance requirements for a hybrid microcircuit type shal L be
determined at the time of contract negotiation a“d acceota”ce and shall consist of
one of the three option flows provided i“ table 1.

*

Requirement

Certification
Genera[
MI L-s TD-1772

Qualificati c.”
Product,
MI L- ST D-883

Process,
MI L-s TD- 1772

Configuration
contro!

Traceability

Element
evacuation

Process c.a”tr.al

Serialization

Screening

Quality
conformance
inspection

Group A
Group B
Group C
Grou P D

TABLE 1. Qua[ity assurance requirements.

Reference
paragraoh

3.4.1
3.4.1.

3.4.1

3.4.1.3
and 3 .4.7

3.4.6

3.4.2
and’ 4.4

3.’4.3

3.6.6

3.4.4
and 4.5

3.4.5
and 4.6

Option 1

Required
Section A

Not required

Section B

Requi red

Required

Required

Requi red

Class K

Method 5008

In-line
4.6.2 .1.1
4.6.2 .1.2
4.6.2 .1.3
6.6.2 .1,4

Option 2

Required
Section A

Not require<

Section B

Required

Requi red

Requi red

Requi red

Class K

Method 5008
Method 2017

Method 5008
4.6.2 .2.1
4.6.2 .2.2
4.6.2 .2.3
4.6.2 .2.6

Option 3

Required
Section A

Method 5005,
test conditions
A, B, C, D

Not required

Required

Required

Not required

Required

Class K

Method 5004
presea L

Method 5005
4.6.2.3
4.6.2.3
4.6.2.3
6.6.2.3

except
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3.4.1 Certification and aua(if icat ion.

3.4. 1.1 Genera[ . All hybrid microcircuits furnished under this specification
(except option 3, M1L-M-3851O QPL devices - see rote) shall be devices which are
fabricated at a faci Lity certified in accordance with MI L-s TD- 1772 for the

applicable device cL ass.

MOTE: Option 3 hybrid microcircuit manufacturers that have a hybrid microcircuit
tYPe listed on the QPL for M1L-H-3851o may also have that device listed on
the QML for M IL-H-38534. MI L-s TD-1772 certification is not required for
the specified QPLIQML listed hybrid microcircuit type; however, the
facility at uhich the device is man” fa. tured must be a MI L-s TD-976
certified facility and must be ui thin the U.S. and its territories, eXCept
as provided by international agreement establishing reciprocal and
equivalent Government qua[ity system and procedures.

3 .4.1.2 Procedure. The hybrid microcircuit manufacturer shal L establish and
implement a product assurance program .ss defined in appendix A and MI L-s TD- 1772.
The hybrid manufacturer shs~( arrange to have the Government qualifying activity
perform an audit in accordance uith section A of MI L-s TD- 1772 for the purpose of
certifying a ma”” facturer. A(L documentation required by appendix A and MIL-STD-
1772 sha(l be avai Labte for review at the time of audit. Uhen the qualifying
activity determines on the basis of their manufacturer audit that the manufacturer
is eligible to produce hybrid microcircuits, the manufacturer sha Ll receive written
notification of certification. The audit and written notification will be
performed by the Government since it is the intent of this specification
to prov>de a sI”gie q“atifyi”g activity to approve the facilities and lines.

Following written notification of certification, the ma”” facturer shatl
s.ccessf” Lly complete the testing of processes and materials required by Section B
of MI L-s To-1772, if required by table 1. Approva L of the section 0 qualification
test resu[ts by the qualifying activity shal( resutt in the manufacturers tisting
o“ QML -38534.

3.4 .1.3 Change of the qua(ity assurance orogram. A certified manufacturer sha(l
not implement any change in certified material, process, or controt without
concurrent change to the process controt or q“aiity control documents listed in the
approved base tine index of docwnents. The manufacturer shall notify the quaiifyin9
activity of any major change to the QA program as defined in 3.4.7.

3.4. 1.4 Use of certified lines. Uhen other than compi iant product is being
manufactured on a certified line, contro[s shat L be maintained such that adverse
impact does not occur to compliant product. The contro(s and procedures for
noncompliant products shat L be os specified on the man” fact. rer, s ftow chart
documentation (see 30. 1.3.2 of appendix A).

3 .4.1.5 Reaudits of certified lines. Following init iaL certification, a
Certification audit team iti(l periodically inspect the manufacturer, s facilities
and equipment, revieu his processes and techniques and audit the implementation of
the product assurance program plan a“d records. The date, location, time of audit,
and extent of participation of ma””facturer personnel required to accomplish the
task will be established on a schedule which is rnut”a[[y acceptable to the
qualifying activity and the m.an. facturer. Upon completion of the audit, the
man. fact”rer wil( be provided a“ exit critique .a”d iii L( be provided with a written
report of the results of such an audit. A schedule for correction of a“y
significant deficiencies wiL[ be required a“d wil( s“bseque”t[y be reviewed for
completeness, adequacy, and timeliness of c.amp(eted closure actions.
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g 3 .4.1.6 Qualification to radiation hardness assurance (R HA) levels.
Qualification to an RHA level sha(l consist of qualification to the appropriate
quality and reliability assurance level (class K or H) plus group E tests of
MI L- ST D-883, method 5005. SPe Cia L qualification requirements were developed for a
number of moderately hard microcircuits uhich obviated qualification inspection for
class H, Leve[s M and O. QPL-3851O provides a footnote for these microcircuits.
RHA leve Ls are defined as fo (lous:

Radiation hardness assurance (R HA) [eve[ (see note below>

RHA level Radiation and Leve[
designator total dose neutron fluence

(see 3.6.8.4) (Rad (Si)) (n/cm2)

/ NO RHA No RHA

M 3000 2 x 1012

D 1 x 104 2 x 10’2

R 1 x 105 2 x 10’2

H 1 x 106 2 x 101’

* NOTE: The device procurement specification may aL tow for a higher neutron Leve L.

Nybrid microcircuits are considered to meet a specific RHA level if alL dice used
in the manufacture of the hybrids are acquired from wafers that have passed OCI to
that RHA level, or a higher level.

Uhere dice from such wafers are ““avai[abke, a samp Le of the dice to be used shalt
be packaged a“d tested i“ accordance with the requirements of MI L-s TD-883, method
5005, group E for microcircuits or MI L-S-19500, group D for discrete devices.
Samp Les nwst be take” from the specific wafer tot to be used in the hybrid for
class H or from each wafer to be. used for class X. The manufacturer may elect to
rept ace the element testing by testing of completed hybrids. The tot definitions,
sampl ing procedures, and test methods of HIL-M-3851O and MI L-s TD -883, method 5005,
as related to group E, may be applied as a“ a[ter”ate test plan.

● 3 .4.1.7 Qualification to ESDS classes. Initial qualification to an EsOS class
or requalification efter redesign sha[! consist of qualification to the appropriate
qua(ity and reliability Leve L (c Lass X or H) plus ESOS classification in accordance
with method 3015 of MI L-s TD -883. ESDS classification levels and associated marking
are defined i“ 3.6.8.2.

NDTE :

3.4.2

Manufacturers may, at their option, c[assify devices as class 1 uithout
performing the ESO sensitivity test based on their oun history, judgment,
or performance. ESO classification can be determined either by testing
the hybrids using method 3015 or marking to the lowest electrostatic
voltage class level of the active devices ESDS classified in accordance
with MI L- M-3851O that are accessible to the teads of the hybrid devices.
Support data (from device tests or ICO manufacturers, ESD resutts) shall
be retained by the hybrid manufacturer for device types compliant uith
1.2. lc of MI L- ST D-883.

ELement evaluation. Before hybrid microcircuit assemb Ly, element
characteristics shall be eva[uated to assure comDatibi lit Y with device requirements
and assemb[y procedures. Characteristics to be verified iha Ll be those nicessary
for compatibility uith the element specification and assembty procedures and at
Least those critical characteristics uhich cannot be verified after assembly but
could cause functiona[ fai[ure.

ELement evaluation may be performed at either the element supplier or the hybrid
microcircuit manufacturing facility. Element evaluation sha Ll consist of the tests
and procedures specified in MI L-s TD-883, method 5008 for the applicable eLement and
device c(ass except where exc[uded in accordance mith table 1, herein.
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3 .6.2.1 Alternate Integrated Circuit Die (l CD) evaluation. Alternate lCD
evaluation sha Ll be used on[y in cases where complex lCD testing is impractical
outside the actua L end item (i. e., hybrid microcircuit). The lCD samp[e bui[t into
hybrids must s“ccessf. k(y complete evaluation prior to retease of the ba[ance of
the incoming lCD lot. Acquiring activity approval must be obtained prior to
imp Lemente. ti On.

1. lieu of packaged eternent evaluaticm tests, lCDOs may be assembled into hybrid
microcircuits and acceptance of these e[ements sha(L be based on the ability of the
hybrid microcircuit to meet atl group A, subgroups 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 7, electrical
tests required, for the hybrid microcircuit. A minimum of 10 ICDIS (1 defect) or a
sample of lCDSS based on an sample size (accept number) of 15(0) shall be assembted
into at least 3 hybrid microcircuit devices. Hybrid microcircuit devices assembled
for the purpose of ICD evaluation are shippab(e provided al( of the provisions of
this specification are met. Element wire bond evaluation for lCDIS may be
accomplished using a“ additional sample of lCDas wire bonded for that purpose
on [y. Uhen the hybrid microcircuit bui(d option for lCD evaluation is selected,
the manufacturer sha(( estabtish and maintain a sampte p(a” or procedure to
identify the sample prior to electrical test.

In case of tot failure when alternative lCD eva~uat ion is used, .( I of the hybrid
samples and the ICD inspection lot shat L be rejected. Uhen the manufacturer
chooses to analyze the faiked hybrids to isolate the cause of failure and this
anaiysis determines that the cause of failure is not related to the lCD being
tested and that the lCD has been correctty stressed during the required screening
and testing, then the ICD inspection tot may be accepted. If the ICD has not been
correct Ly stressed, the fai~ed hybrid device may be reworked or neu sample
replacement hybrids may be assembied.

3.4.3 Process controt. As a minimum, process contro L in accordance with
MI L-s TD-883, method 5008 is required for hybrid microcircuit assemb Ly, if
statistical process controt (S PC) is uti Lized (see 4.1 and 4.1.2.2).

3.4.4 5creenin9. All hybrid microcircuits to be delivered in accordance uith
this document sha([ have been subjected to, and passed, aLl the screenin9 teSts
detailed in method 5004 (except methods 2017 and 2032 sha(i replace method 2010) or
method 5008 of MI L-s TD -883 as applicable. All hybrid microcircuits sha Ll have
passed aL[ the screening requirements prior to any quality conformance inspections
except in-tine verification testing. Sampking inspections shall not be an
acceptable substitute for any specified 100 percent screening test (see 4.5) unless
statistical process cent rot procedures have been approved by the qualifying
activity (see 4.1.2.2).

3.4.5 Qua[ity conformance ins9ecti0n (QCI). QC1 sha!l consist of the tests and
procedures specified in MI L- ST D-883, method 5008 and 4.6 herein or MI L-sTD-883,
method 5005 and M1L-M-3851O. Hybrid microcircuits shall not be accepted or

appr?v~d for ?e\ iVer Y Until all applicable QC1 requirements have been met. The
acqulrlng activity may approve de Livery if groups A, B, and D testing has been
comp[eted and group C, life test has commenced. The hybrid manufacturer must
maintain traceability of a[l devices delivered to the acquiring activity prior to
completion of QC1 testing for the purpose of device recall in case of test
fai[ure. Statistical process control sha Ll not be an acceptable substitute for QC1
un[ess the procedures have been approved by the q.a(ifying activity (see 4.1 .2 .2).

3 .4.6 Traceability.

* 3 .4.6.1 Materia[ and element traceability. Traceability shati be such that for
each hybrid microcircuit, all adhesives and coatings sha~~ be traceable to a
materia( production lot, inspection tot, or other specified grouping. ALL ekements
and materials used shall be trace ab(e to their incoming inspection lots. For ctass K,
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records shall be maintained to provide traceability from the hybrid microcircuit
serial number to the specific wafer lot from uhich each semiconductor and
microcircuit eLement originated.

● 3 .4.6.2 Process traceability. Each hybrid microcircuit, or each group of hybrid
microcircuits which have been fabricated as a common batch, shall be identifiable
through means of production travelers or similar documentation such that the
comptete manufacturing history, including rework, shat L be recorded. The records
shou[d include, as a minimum, the performance date of all identified production
process steps, the specification, number of production process steps, end the
identification of the operator performing the process steps. The records shall be
retained for a minimum of 5 years (7 years for cLass K) after de Livery Of the
hybrids, and shall be avai[ab Le for review upon request of the acquiring activity.

3.4.6.3 Production tot traceability. The manufacturer shal( maintain production
tot traceabi lity.

* 3 .4.7 Configuration control. Unless otherwise specified, changes shal[ be
categorized into three classifications.

~ Description

I Major changes
11 Minor changes
111 Editorial changes

A([ changes in design, substitution of materials or processes, or modifications to
base [ined documentation (i. e., all class 1, 11, and 111 changes) for any hybrid
microcircuit must be processed in accordance with established change contro L
procedures (see 30.1 .2.4 of appendix A). !“ addition, for c(ass K devices, all
c( ass 1 and 11 changes shall be considered major changes and treated in accordance
with 3.6.7.1.

Class 1, major changes, are detailed in 3 .6.7.1 and are those changes that may
effect the performance, quality, reliability, or interchangeability of the
product. Major design changes require the docwnented approva( of the acquiring
activity. The qualifying activity shall have been notified of the change by means
of the issuance of a request for performing material or process qualification.
Uhere such a change occurs, implementation of the change shal L be at the risk of
both the OEM and the hybrid manufacturer and not the Government.

class 11, minor changes, are a(l other changes except edi tor iat changes (e .9.,
vendor meta[lizat ion mask change, package height change within the envel OPe
tolerances of the device procurement specification, etc.). Hi”or changes do not
require acquiring or qualifying activity approval except that the qualifying
activity shall be notified when there is umertai”ty as to a change being major or
minor in nature. Contro L procedures and records shall be in accordance uith
appendix A product assurance program requirements and be ava it able for .a”- site
review.

class 111, editorial changes, are those changes to documentation necessary to
insure the understanding and execution of the affected document (e .9., format
changes, spelling, word identity, etc.). Change documentation history for
editorial type changes shat L be available for on-site review.

3.4.7.1 c~ass I, ma ior changes. The manufacturer sha Ll, prior to implementa-
tion, notify the acquiring activity of any major change in product design and the
qualifying activity of any major changes in the approved base Lined index of
documents. This notification shall include a thorough description of the proposed
change, acceptable engineering data or a suggested test plan designed to
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demonstrate that the changed product will continue to meet the acquisition document
requirements including performance, qua(ity, retiabi Lity, or interchangeability.
The acquiring or qualifying activity, as applicable, uil[ review the proposed
change and the engineering data or information or test plan and ui(l authorize the
manufacturer to proceed uith the change or approve the test plan. To minimize the
need for additional tests due to insufficient details or data o“ the proposed
changes, it is recommended that the test plan be discussed with the acquiring or
qualifying activity prior to cc.rnme”cing the test program. Test guidelines for each
major change listed herein are provided in table 11 for product design changes and
section B of MI L- ST D-1772 for baseli”ed process changes. Tests shall be performed
on samples of the first hybrid microcircuits or sub-assemblies manufactured
incorporating the changes. Upon completion of the prescribed test program, the
results sha(l be provided to the acquiring activity for review and approval or
disapproval. At the manufacturers option, hybrid microcircuits incorporating the
change may be manufactured and tested prior to approva L; however, all shipments of
these changed devices shall be withheld until format docwnented approval is granted
by the acquiring or qualifying activity. The following are ,,major,S changes to
hybrid microcircuits requiring notification in accordance with the detai(s herein:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

i.

j.

k.

t.

m.

Substitution of substrate materia( (e. g., atumina versus Be O).

substitution of mater ia~s or inks deposited . . hybrid substrate (e. g.,
co”d. ct or: go[d versus copper; resistor: r“the. ium base versus carbon) or
deposit method (e. g., th in fiLm versus t hick film).

Cumulative change of deposited mater ia(s nomina[ process time exceeding
i25 percent or nominat process temperature exceeding i50° C or *1O
percent, whichever is greater si”. e the {ast qualification or major change
notification.

Cumulative changes to hybrid substrate mask design that alter nominal
design dimensions, electrical parameters, spacing or isolation more than
+25 percent since the Last qualification or major change notification.

Substitution of trimming method (e. g., abrasive versus laser).

Substitution of die type (e. g., 2H2684 versus 2N2905) or other element
types (e. g., tanra(um versus ceramic capacitors or thin fi(m versus
thick fiLm resistors) mounted on the hybrid substrate.

Substitution of attach material (e. g., epoxy A versus epoxy S) or of
attachment method (e. g., epoxy versus eutectic) for hybrid microcircuit
elements.

Change in the baset ined die, e(ement, or substrate attach process
temperature uhich exceeds +25-C or 10 percent whichever is greater.

Substitution of package configuration (e. g., pLatform versus bathtub), lid
or covers (e. g., step (id versus drawn cover), or p(ati”g materia[ (e. g.,
eiectroiess nickel versus e[ectrotytic nickeo.

Substitution of package or lid base material (nickek versus stain (ess
steel).

Changes to finished hybrid dimensions exceeding device procurement
specification (or drawing) or Standardized Mititary Drawing (s MD) envelope
tolerances.

Substitution of basel ined wire bond method (e. g., ultrasonic versus
thermal compression) or wire size changes greater than iO.25 mi(.

Any change in specified materi ai composition or purity of the uire.
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Substitute.a” of seal method (e. g., seam weld versus Laser weld) or seat
material (e. g., SnAg versus AuSn).

Change in the, basel ined seal process time or temperature vacuum of more
than 10 percent or sealing atmosphere except for the addition of helium.

Changes to the basel ined product flow chart in which operations are added
or deleted except for additional inspections and statistical process
control (s PC) operations.

Assembly operation or test facility move.

TABLE 11. Testinq quide~ines for ma ior product
design changes. l/ u 11 u 2/ W

I
Major changes or

substitutions
(see 3.4.7.1)

4d. Substrate mask design

I e. Substitution of trim method

1f. Substitution of die type

1g., h. Substitution of attach
mater iat or process
temperature

I k. Change to finished hybrid
dimensions

Im. Substitution of wi rebound
mater iaL

I n., o. Substitution of seal
method, profi Ie or
seal material

Variab(e
Recommended tests data

MI L- ST D-883, method 5008 requi red
subarouo (sam Dte size) (subqrouo) [

Al, 94, C2 (5) C2
1 1

A. C2 (5) C2
1 I

A. C2 (5) C2
I I

cl (5), C3 I C3
I

Notify acquiring activity

B5, Cl 85

cl (5), C3
I

C3
I

Sampling sha(l be in accordance with method 5008 or method 5005 except as
indicated in parentheses in accordance uith individual subgroup in which case
the accept number is zero.

AL1 electrical parameter testing shall be in accordance with the device
procurement specification or drawing or Standardized Military Drawing.

Oata histograms providing a parametric data summary may be submitted in place
of variables data.

The acquiring or qualifying activity (or both) may add or reduce testing as
warranted by device procurement specification requirements, unique design, or
process circumstances after notification by the manufacturer.

The acquiring activity shat L determine testing requirements for design
changes affecting c( ass K devices.

For product processed in accordance with option 3, reference to method 5008
is for test method subgroup identification on~y.
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● 3.5 Desiqn and construction. Hybrid microcircuit design and construction shal
be in accordance with a(t the requirements specified, herein, and the device
procurement specification or Standardized Military Drawing.

● 3 .5.1 Package. Alt hybrid microcircuits supp~ied to this specification shall
hermetically sealed in .1. sss. metal. or ceramic (or combinations of these)
packages. NO adhesive ;r poiymei ic”materia Ls shi LL be used for package lid attach
(or se.9L) or repair. FLUX shall not be used in the final sealing process. The
minimum distance between the gLass to rnetat seats a“d the packnge sealing surface
for seam we(ded packages after fin!a L seal sha Lt be 0.040 inch (1.02 mm) minimum for
c( ass H devices a“d 0.050 inch (1.27 mm) minimum for ct ass K devices.

The internai water vapor Content shall be determined in accordance with MIL-STD-
883, method 1018 and sh.al( “ot exceed 5,000 ppro at +lOO-C for class H or class K
devices. PoLymer impregnations or secondary sea L (backfill, coating, or other uses
of organic or poLymeric materials to effect, improve, or repair the seat) of the
hybrid microcircuit package shall not be permitted. Packages for cLass K hybrid
microcircuits sha(l have a metal body Hith hard gL ass or ceramic seals, a hard
gtass body, or e ceramic body; a“d the lid shail be we Lded, brazed, so Ldered, or
gi ass frit uith a frit sea~i”g temperature greater than +385-C. Glass frit sea Led
packages shall pess the [id torque test of MI L-s TD-883, method 2024. Also for
class K, the use of glass frit seal shall have gLass on the mating surface onLy a“d
the inside surface of the cavity shal L not be coated with the sea~ gt ass.
Single layer alumina meta(~ized (SLAM) chip carrier packages BI_e prohibited.

NOTE: Packages containing beryll ia shall not be ground, sandblasted, m.schi”ed,
or have other operations performed . . them which uil L produce bery(l ia or
beryl(ium dust. Furthermore, beryltium oxide packages shall not be ptaced
in acids that wiL( produce fumes containing beryllium.

3 .5.2 Potymeric mater ia [s. The cure temperature of po(ymeric materials shall
not be exceeded after cc. mp{etio” of final seal.

3 .5.2.1 Po(ymeric adhesives. All adhesive po(ymeric mater ia~s sha(L meet the
requirements of MI L-s TD -883, method 5011 a“d sha(L be approved by the qua(ifyi. g
activity.

3 .5.2.2 Other DO(Ymeri C mater ia (s. A“y other use of po~ymeric materials shall
be approved by both the acquiring and qua(ifyi”g activities for the specific
application for which it is intended.

3 .5.3 Metals. Meta L surfaces shall be corrosion resistant or shalt be pLated or-
treated to resist corr.asio” and shall meet the requirements specified in 3.5.8.

3.5.4 Other materials. External parts, elements or coatings including markings
shall be “o”nutrient to fungus and shalt not b!ister, crack, .autgas, s.afte”, flow,
or exhibit defects that adversely affect storage, operation, or environmental
capabilities of hybrid micro eirc”its de(ivered to this specification under the
specified test conditions.

3 .5.5 Oesiqn and manufacturing documentation. Design, topography, schematic
circuit information, manufacturing flowcharts, and process c.a”trot docwne”ts for
al( hybrid micr.acirc”its supplied under this specification sha Ll be available
in-pt ant for review by the acq”iri”g activity and the process certification audit
team. This documentation sha(l be sufficient to depict completely the physical a“d
e(e. tricet co”str”ct ion of the hybrid microcircuits supplied ““der this
specification. Hybrid microcircuits sha~l be traceab(e to the specific part,
drawing, or type “mbers to which it appti es, and to the production lot a“d
inspect ic. ” lot codes under which hybrid microcircuits are man” fact. red and tested
so that revisions can be identified. Changes to product shal( be controt ted in
accordance Hith 3.4.7.
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3.5.5.1 Device topography. Color photomicrographs (8 x 10 inch) or 35 mm color
slides capable of being enlarged to 8 x 10 inch shall be required for initial
design verification and after a design change. These photomicrographs or
transparencies shall show the specific inter co””ection pattern used to connect the
e(ements. They shalt apply to the substrate end all co”ductc. r patterns and active
or passive elements deposited thereon, as uell as to semic.a”ductor die, as
applicable. This requirement ca” be ‘satisfied by the manufacturer, s assemb Ly
drawing having a minimum scale of 10x.

3 .5.5.2 Schematic diaarams. For hybrid microcircuits supp Lied under this
specification, the actual schematic diagram, logic diagram, or combination thereof,
sha Ll be available with sufficient detail to represent all electrical elements
functionally designed into the hybrid microcircuit together with their values (when
applicable). For complex devices or those with r.ed””da”t detail, the .avera[l
hybrid microcircuit may be represented by a Logic diagram in combination with
schematic deta its. Uhere parasitic elements are important to the proper
functic. ”i”g of any hybrid microcircuit, they sha Ll be inc Luded in the schematic
diagram.

3.5.6 lnterna L co”d”ctors. I.terna( thin fikm Conduct.ars . . a substrate
(metal lizati.m stripes, contact areas, bonding interfaces, etc. ) shall be designed
so that “o property fabricated co”d”ctor sha(l experience in normal operation (at
worst case specified operating conditions), a current density in excess of the
maximum al towab Le value show” below for the applicable co”d”ctor mater i.a L:

Conductor mater iaL Maximum al(owab(e
current density

Aluminm! (99.99 percent pure or doped) 2 x 105 A/cmz
without glass ivati.an

Aluminum (99.99 percent pure or doped) 5 x 105 A/cm*
glass ivated

Goid 6 X 105 AIcmz

A(l other (unless otherwise specified) 2 x 105 A/cm2

The current density shall be calculated at the point of maximum current density
(i. e., greatest current per unit cross section; see 3.5.6a) for the specified
device type and schematic or c.a”fig”rati.an.

a. Use a current va~ue equa~ to the maximum continuous current (at full
fanout for digitals or at maximum load for [i”ears) or eq”rIL to the simple
time-averaged cuPre”t obtained at maximum rated frequency and duty cycle
uith maximum load, whichever results i“ the greater current value at the
point of maximum current density. This current value shal L be det.srrni”ed
at the maximum recommended supply voltage and with the current assumed to
be uniform over the entire conductor cross sectional area.

b. Use the minimum ailoiied metal thickness in accordance with ma””fact”ri”g
specifications a“d c.a”trols imluding appropriate allowance for thinning
experienced i“ the rnetak Lizat ion step (via). The thinning factor over a
metal ~izat ion step is not required unless the point of maximum current
density is located at the step.

c. Use the minimum actual design conductor widths (“et mask widths) including

aPPr~Pr iate allowance for narrowing or undercutting experienced in meta L
etch trig.

d. Areas of barrier metals and “o”conducti”g materiai shall mt be inc(”ded
in the calculation of co”d. ctor cross section.
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Thick fiLm conductors on hybrid microcircuits or mul ti chip substrates
(mete lLizat ion strips, bonding interfaces, etc. ) sha Ll be design ed2so that . .
proper(y fabricated conductor shall dissipate more than 4 watts/cm when carrying
maximum design current.

3.5.7 I“ternat lead wires. Internal Lead wires or other conductors which are
not in thermal contact Mith a substrate eLong their entire Length (such as wire or
ribbon co”d”ctors) shatl be designed to experience, at maximum rated current, a
continuous c“rre”t for direct current, or an rrns current,
current,

for alternating or putsed
not to exceed the values established by the fo~touing re~ati.anship:

1 = Kd312

Uhere: 1 = maximum at Loiied current in amperes.

d = Diameter i“ inches for round wire (c.. equivake”t
round wire diameter which would provide the same
Cross-section.s( area for other than ro””d wire
internal conductor.

K = A constant taken from below for the app~ icable
wire or conductor length and composition used i“ the
device.

,, ~,, “=, ”,, for bon,j.~o.~o”d ~o~a~ ~onduc~or ,e”qth

Composit ion Length s 0.040 inch (0.10 cm) Length > 0.040 inch (0.10 cm)

Aiuminum 22,000
Gotd

15,200
30,000 20,500

Copper 30,000 20,500
silver 15,000 10,500
A(i other 9.000 6.300

3 .5.8 Packaqe element materia( and finish.

3.5.8.1 Package body material. Package body nrateria L shat L be metal or ceramic
or a combination of these mater ia(s a“d sha L{ conform to MI L-s TD -883, method 2009.
In addition, metal packages sha Lt conform to JEOEC-STO -9. In case of cOnf Lict,
method 2009 shall take precedence.

3 .5.8.2 Lead or terminal rn.ater iat. Untess otherwise specified, the lead or
term ina L material shat( conform to one of the foL lowing compositions:

a.

b.

c.

d.

Type A: iron-Nicke(-Cobatt aLloy: UI L-I-23011, ClaSS 1, ASTM F-15.

Type B: Iron -)licket alloy (41 percent Ni):
5, ASTM F-30.

HIL- I-23011, class

Tyoe C: Co-fired metal [izat ion swh as “.ami”r$tlv c.”re tunqsten.
The composition and application processing of thes~ mater i;Ls
shat L be subject to qualifying activity approval.

Type O: Copper Core-iron nickel ASTM F-30 aLLoy (50.5 percent
The core materiat shatl Consist of copper (oxygen-free) ASTM
B-170, grade 2.

Ni).
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e. Type E: Copper core ASTM F-15 aLLoy. The core material shall consist
of copper (Oxygen-free) ASTM 8-170, grade 2.

f. Type F: Copper (oxygen free) ASTM B-170, grade 2. This material
shall not be used as an element of any gLass-to-metai seal structure.

9. Type G: Iron-Nickel alloy (50.5 percent hi): MI L-I-23011, C(a SS
2 ASTM F-30.

h. Type H: Nicke L: MI L-N-46025 (for ribbon leads) and MI L-M-46026
(for round wire Leads).

3 .5.8.3 Hybrid microcircuit finishes. Finishes of all external leads or
terminals a“d all external metallic package eLeme”ts shal L conform to either
3.5.6 .3.2 or 3.5 .8.3.3 as applicable. The Leads or terminals sha(( meet the
appllceb Le solder abi(ity and corrosion resistance requirements. The other metallic
package elerne”ts (including metal lized ceramic eteme”ts) sha(l meet the .app Licable
corrosion resistance req”ireme”ts. Finishes . . interior elements (e. g., bc. ”ding
pads< posts, tabs) shali be such that they meet lead bonding requirements snd any

aPP(!caple design and construction requirements. The use of strike plates is
pe,mlsstbLe tO a ma. im.m thickness of 10 micro inches (0.25 win). Att pLating of
finishes a“d ““dercoats sha!l be deposited o“ clean, nonoxidized meta{ surfaces.
Suitab Le deoxidat ion or c{ea”i”g operations sh.sl( be performed before or’ between
plating processes. AL( hybrids and packages (cases and covers) sha Ll be capab(e of
meeting the following requirements:

a. 141 L-s TD-883, method 5008, tab Le V, package eval”atio”.

b. MI L- ST D-883, method 2025, adhesion of lead finishes.

c. ASTM B48’F, measurement of metat and oxide coating thickness by
microscopical examination of a cross-section.

d. ASTM B567, measurement of coating thickness by the beta backs catter
method, X-ray fLOrescence, or equivalent.

Compliance to the above requirements shall be demomt rated when and as specified.
The aforementi.med ASTM methods are provided as reference methods to be used when
the failure to pass other finish requirements suggests deficiencies in plating
thickness.

3 .5.8.3.1 Finish thickness measurements. Lead finish thickness measurements
sha(l be taken haLf way between the seating ptane and the tip of the (cad. This
requirement is to avoid having the impect.ar select a nontypical portion of the
Lead on which to perform the measurement. Measurements taken on the shorting bar
shall be correlated by direct measurement o“ the (cad. Finish thickness
measurements for package elements other than leads shall be taken at the center of
major flats.

3 .5.8.3.2 Lead finish. The finish system on alt external leads or terminals
shal L conform to one of the f.a(lowi”g:

a. Hot so Lder dip. The hot sotder dip sha Ll be homogeneous uith a minimum
thickness of 60 micro inches (1.52 jtm) for round leads and, for other
shapes, a minimum thickness at the crest of the major fLats of 200
micro inches (5.08 flm) solder (sN60 or s“63). In all cases, the solder
dip sha Ll extend up to and beyond the effective seating ptane for packages
with standoffs or “ithi” .030 inch (0,76 mm) of the Lead or package
interface for leaded f(ush mounted devices.
devices,

For Iead(ess chip carrier
the hot sotder dip sha(L cover a minimum of 95 percent of the
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metal lized side caste ltatic. n or notch and metattized areas above and below
the notch except the index feature if “at connected to the caste llati o”.
Terminal area intended for device mounting sha(L be completely covered.
The hot so(der dip is applicable:

(1) over a finish in accordance uith entry b or c below, or

(2) Over electroplated nicke L or e[ectroiess “icke! phosphorous i“
accordance with 3.5.8.3.4, or

(3) Over the basis metal. Uhen applied over the basis meta~, under plate
that is “o”conforming, or other finishes that are noncc. ”fc. rmi”g
(e. g., fused tin tess than 200 micro in. hes), hot solder dip shat(
cover the entire lead to the gL.sss seat or point of emergence of the
lead or metal lized contact through the package Ma Lt.

b. Tin p(.ate. As plated tin shali be a minimum of 300 micro inches thick and
sha LL be dense, homogeneous and contim.aus. As ptated tin shall contain
“o more than 0.05 percent by ueight co-deposited Organic material measured
as elemental carbon. Tin plate shatl be fused after ptati”g before or
after burn-in by heating above its liquidus temperature. Fused tin ptate
shal( be visua~ly inspected after fusing a“d shal~ exhibit a dense,
homogeneous a“d continuous coating. Fused tin plate shal( be a rni”imum of
200 rnicroi”ches thick when measured at the crest of major flats. Fused
tin p(ate is applicable:

(1) Over electroplated nicke( or elect roless nicket phosphorous in
accordance with 3 .5.8.3.4 or

(2) Over the basis meta(.

As plated ti” need “ot be fused if the !eeds are subseq”e”tly hot solder
dipped in complete accordance with 3.5.8.3.2a. Tin- 1ead pLating may’ be
used as an atter”ative to tin plate and sha(l have in the plated deposit 2
percent to 50 percent by weight iead (batance nomi”al Ly tin) homogeneously
co-deposited. As plated tin-Lead shall be a rni”irn. m of 300 micro inches
thick. As plated tin-lead sha L( co”te. in m more than 0.05 percent by
weight co-deposited organic materia( measured as eLemental carbon.

Tin-Lead p( ate is applicable:

(1) Over as-p( ated tin.

(2) Over electroplated “icke( or etectro Less nicke~ phosphorous in
accordance with 3.5.8.3.6.

(3) Over the basis metal.

Tin-lead plating may be fused after plating before or after burn-i” by
heating above its liquidus temper nt”re. Fused tin-lead shatl be vis”a((y
inspected after f“si”g, and shatl exhibit a dense, h.amogeneow, and
continuous coating. Fused tin- tead shall be a minimum of 200 micro inches
thick. The maximum carbon content for both tin and tin-Lead plate (and
minimum lead content in the tin-[cad plate) on the as-pl.sted finish shall
be determined by the ma”ufact”rer o“ at [east a weekly basis.

The visual i“spectio” after fusing shail be conducted on a sampling basis
by the manufacturer as an in-process control. Visual inspection of the
fusing sha(L be performed at a frequency sufficient to assure uniform
compliance, with these requirements o“ the finished product. The
determination of carbon and Lead content may be made by any accepted
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analytical technique (e. g., for carbon: pyrotysis, infrared detection
using a“ IR212, iR244 infrared detector, or equivalent; for lead: X-ray
floresce”ce, emission spectroscopy) so long as the assay reflects the
actual content in the deposited finish.

c. Go(d plate. Gotd plating shal L be a minimum of 99.7 percent gold, and only
coba(t shal L be used as the hardemr. Gold plating shal L be a minimum of
50 micro inches (1.27 pm) and a maximum of 225 micro inches (5.72 #m)
thick. Gold plating shall be permitted on~y over nickel ptate or
undercoating i“ accordance with 3.5.8.3.4.

3. 5.8.3.3 Packaqe body finish. Externai metallic package elements other than
teads or terminals (e. g., lids, covers, bases, seal rinss, etc. ) shall meet the
app Licab~e cQrr Osi On resistance and environmental requirements or sha(l be finished
so that they meet those req”ireme”ts using finishes c.anformi”g to one or more of the
fo(touing as applicable:

a. So Lder in accordance with 3.5.8.3.2a.

b. Tin p~ate i“ accordance uith 3.5. 8.3.2b.

c. Gold plate shall be a minimm of 99.7 percent goLd a“d onty c.abatt shal L be
used as a hardener. GoLd pLating shat( be a minimum of 10 micro inches
(0.25 pm) and a maximum of 225 micro inches (5.72 &m) thick. The gold
p(,te sha LL be applied over elect roless or electroplated nicket or
undercoating in acc.arda”ce with 3.5.8.3.4.

Multi t.ayered finish str”ct”res are accept .sbte provided the c.”ter gold layer
meets the minimum thickm?ss of 10 mi. r.a inches (0.25 fire) and each of the
nicke L undercoats meets the thickness requirements of 3 .5.8.3.4 with the
total nickel thickness mat to exceed 600 micr.ainches (15.24 pm).

d. Nickel pLate in acc.arda”ce with 3.5.8.3.4.

3. 5.8.3.4 Nicke L plate or undercoating. Electroplated nicket undercoating or
finishes from a sulfanmte “icket bath is preferred and shall be 50 to 350
micro inches (1.27 #m to 8.89 pm) thick measured o“ major flats or diameters.
Elect rc.less nickel undercoating or finishes, when al loued, shali be 50 to 350
micro i”ches (1.27 &m to 8.89 Nm) thick measured o“ major flats or diameters.
The addition of .arga”ic ,,wetti”g agent s,, is Dr.ahibi ted for either su(famate or
phosphorous nicke( -baths. Electroplate or eiectroless nicke[
thereof) as well as nicke( cladding may be used as the finish
other than flexible leads or termim Ls provided the corrosion
environments{ requirements are met.

In aL( cases, electroplated nickel undercoating from a nickel
preferred for lead finishes. Elect roless nickel sha LL “ot be
undercoating on flexible or semi flexib[e leads (see 3 .3.1 a“d
of MI L- ST D-883) a“d shall be permitted only o“ rigid leads or
than leads.

pLate (or combinations
for package etements
resistance and

sulfamate bath is
used as the
3.3.2 of method 2004
package e~ements other

= 3 .5.9 Device elements. All active and passive elements utilized i“ the
manufacture of hybrid “icrocirc”its shall c.a”form to the applicable vequireme”ts of
3.4.2. In addition for c(ass K devices, active eLeme”ts shal L be from certified
cL ass K Lines and passive e(ements shall be from established reliability lots when
avai(ab(e.

● 3.5.10 Thermal desiqn. Thermat design analysis sha(l be performed .s”d sh.sl(
establish as a minimum that f“ncti.anal hybrid microcircuit eteme”ts are operating
within their design temperature ratings i+he” the hybrid microcircuit is operated at
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the specified maximum operating case temperature. Finite element ana Lysis is an
acceptable therma L design anatysis technique. AIL active and passive elements
shat( be derated (see 3.5.11.). In addition, for class K devices, al{ active and
passive eLements shatt as a minimum be dereted to the requirements of MI L- ST D-975.

3.5.11 Electrical circuit desiqn. Uorst case circuit design analysis sha L[ be
performed and include the fol Louing evaluations as a minimum (applicable to the
design):

a. ELectrica( element stress over the specified c.perati”g temperature range
sha Ll be within the specified derating criteria.

b. Voltage and timing margins under worst case temperature conditions.
Margins should be assessed at externa L device termina (s.

g 3.6 Marki”a of microcircuits. Marking shall be in accordance with the
requirements of this specification, and the identification and marking provisions
of the device proc”rernent specification. The marking shall be (egib[e and
COmptete, and shal L meet the resistance to so Lvents requirements of MI L-s TD-883,
method 2015. When mechanical or laser marking is performed it sha(t be clear(y
visib~e through those con forma( coatings approved for .s.? in M IL-I-46058 (see
method 2015 of MI L-s TD -883 if contrasting material or ink is used to highlight the
trace). Mechanical or laser marked metal surfaces shal~ meet a~[ applicable
microcircuit finish and group D test require merit?.. Mechanical or laser marking
shal( be approved by the q“a[ifyi”g activity. If any specia( marking is used, it
shall in no way interfere with the marking required herein, and shall be visibly
separated therefrom. The fol towing marking shall be included on each microcircuit
un(ess otherwise specified.

a. Index point (see 3.6.1).

b. Part or Identifying Number (PIN) (see 3.6.2).

c. Lot identification code or date code (see 3.6.3).

d. Nybrid manufacturers ide”tific.atio” (see 3.6.&)

e. Hybrid man. fact” rerns desig”ati”g symbok (see 3.6.5).

f. Country of origin (see 3.6.6).

9. Serialization, when applicable (see 3.6.7).

h. Specia[ marking (see 3.6.8 and 3.6.8.1).

i. Certification mark (see 3.6.8.3).

j. Electrostatic discharge sensitivity identifier (see 3.6.8.2).

Untess otherwise specified, the certification mark, the part number, the
inspection tot identification code, and the ESD identifier shali be Located on the
top surface of fLat packages or dual -in- [ine configurations and on either the top
or the side of cy[indricai packages (TO configurations and similar configurations).

3.6.1 Index point. The index point, tab, or other marking indicating the
starting point for numbering of leads or for mechanical orientation sha~l be as
specified and sha Ll be app( ied so that it is visible from above when the
microcircuit is inst al Led in its norma( momti”g configuration. The o.t(ine of an
equilateral triangle (i. e., A), uhich may be used as an electrostatic identifier (see
3.6.8.2), may also be used as the pi” 1 identifier.
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● 3 .6.2 U. Each SMD microcircuit shall be marked with the complete part or
identifying number. The number sequence for M IL-H-38534 is 5962 -X XX XX2ZHYY, where:

Federal RHA Device QML Case Lead
stock Cta SS designator tYPe no. Device outline finish
designator (3.6.8.4)

\
(3.6.2.1) class (3.6.2.3) designator

,,~ designator (3.6.2.4)
(3.6.2.2)

Drawing number

Note: Non-SMD micr.aci?cuits shall be marked with the pin number in accordance uith
the device procurement specification.

● 3 .6.2.1 Device type. The device type shall identify the circuit function as
indicated in the device procurement specific ati.a”.

* 3 .6.2.2 Device class desiq”ator. This device ctass designator shall be B single
Letter identifying the product assurance level in accordance with the device
proc. reme”t specification.

● 3 .6.2.3 Case outti”e. The case Out(im shatl be designated by a single letter
assigned to each outti”e within each device procurement specification.

● 3 .6.2.4 Lead finish. Lead frame or terminal material a“d finish shall be as
specified in 3.5.8.2. The lead finish shalt be designated by a sing Le letter as
fol~ous:

Finish (etter Lead frame or terminal materia[ a“d finish (see note)

A Types A, B, C, 0, E, F, G, and H uith hot so(der dip
B Types A. B, C, D, E, F, G, and H with tin plate or

lead-tin plate
c Types A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H with go(d plate
x TYPes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, .s”d H ~ith finishes A, 8,

and c (see note)

NOTE : Finish letter 8,X,, shall not be marked o. the micro circ”ft Or its
packnging. This desig”atio” is provided for use i“ drawings, part tis. ts.,
purchase orders, or other docurnentati.a” uhere lead finishes A, B, and c are all
considered acceptable and i“terchangeabte without preference. For Governrne”t
logistic support, the A lead finis. h uill be acquired and supplied to the end user
when the X is i“c[uded in the Part or Ide”tifyi”g Number (PIN) for Lead finis.h.
If the PIN is not avail ab[e with the A lead finish, the same PIN wilt be acquired
except with the C or n lead finish designator as determined by availability.

TYPe C terminal materia~ is a fired on metal lization used with leadless chip
carriers.

● 3 .6.3 Lot identification code {date codel. Hybrid microcircuits sha Ll be marked
by a unique code to identify the week of fina[ seal. The first two numbers in the
code sha[l be the Last two digits of the number of the yeor, and third and fourth
numbers shatl be tuo digits indicating the calendar week of the year. Vhen the
number of the ueek is a single digit, it shal~ be preceded by a zero. Reading from
[eft to right or from top to bottom, the code number shall designate the year and
ueek, in that order (e. g., 8806 equah ueek 6 of 1988) . If QC1 is performed on an
inspection Lot basis and 2 or more different inspection Lots cor c~ass K sublets),
each having the same part number, are to be marked with the same identification
code, a unique suffix tetter irnmediate~y f.ak (owing the identification code sha(( be
added.

3 .6.4 )la”ufacturer,s identification. Hybrid microcircuits sha(l be marked uith
the name or trade mark of the manufacturer. The identification of che equipment
manufacturer may appear o“ the hybrid microcircuit only if the equipment
ma”ufact”rer is also the hybrid microcircuit manufact”i-e i-.
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3.6.5 tl. n. facturerss desiqnati. g symbo( . The manufacturers designating symbo(
or CAGE code number sha L( be .ss listed . . NAVSHIPS 0967-190-4010 or Cataloging
Handbook H4/H8. The designating symbo( shal( be used only by the manufacturer t.
whom it has been assigned a“d only on those devices manufactured at the
manufacturers plant. In the case of small hybrid microcircuits, the
manufacturers designating symbo[ may be abbreviated by omitting the first .llCV, in
the series of Letters.

3.6.6 Country of ori9 in. The phrase ‘aMade in the U. S. A.a~ shat[ be marked in
smatt characters betow or adjacent to the other marking specified, except that for
hybrid microcircuits made in a foreign country, the phrase sha[[ be changed
accordingly. lf there is Limited space, the marking may be shortened to OOU. S.AO1 or
to the appropriate accepted abbreviation far the country of origin. At the option
of the manufacturer, for QU1 hybrid microcircuits onLy, the country of origin
marking may be omitted from the body of the hybrid microcircuit but shatl be
retained on the init iat container.

3 .6.7 serialization. Serialization at Lows traceability of electrical tests
res”[ts (variables data) to an individual hybrid microcircuit.

● 3 .6.7.1 CLass K serialization. Prior to the first recorded electrical -
measurement in screening, each c[ ass K hybrid microcircuit sha Ll be marked with a
.“iq. e ser iaL ““mber assigned consecutively. Lot records shall be maintained to
p.. vide tr=. ceabi~ity from the seria~ n.mbe, tO the $Pecific inc0mfn9 inspection
lots from which the elements originated.

● 3 .6.7.2 Class H seriatizot ion. Serialization of class H hybrid microcircuits
sha L[ onty be required uhen specified in the device procurement specification.

3.6.8 Svecial markinq. Uhen the size of a package is insufficient to allow
marking of special process identifiers on the top surface, the back side of the
package may be used for these markings except the ESD identifier shall be marked on
the top. Button cap f(at packs uith 1.ss than or equal to 16 Leads may have the
identifier marked on the ceramic. Back side marking with conductive or resistive
ink shal L be prohibited on nonconductive surfaces.

3.6.8.1 Beryk[ium oxide packaqe identifier. If a hybrid microcircuit package
.c. ntai”s beryklium oxide, the device shail be marked uith this designation: BeO.

3.6.8.2 Electrostatic discharqe sensitivity (E SD) identifier. ESD
classification Ieveis are defined as fotious when tested in accordance with
MI L-sTD-883, method 3015.

Prior
ESO Cta SS designation Part Electrostatic
designator cateqory markinq vottaqe

1 A A 0-1,999 v
2 B AA
3

2,000-3,999 V
4,000 v

Devices not yet ESO classification tested shalt be marked as cLass 1 until testing
determines the appropriate class. Devices previously cLassed by test as category A
sha[l be marked as .[. ss 1. Devices previously .Lassif ied as category B shalt be
marked as class 2.
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● 3 .6.8.3 Certification mark. All hybrid micrc. circuits acquired to and meeting
the req. ireme”ts of this specific ati.m and the applicable associated device
procurement specification< and which are approved for listing on QML -38534 sha LL
bear the ,OQMLal certificat!.m mark for SMD co”trc.l led hybrid microcircuits and the
II CHII (comptia”t hybrid) certification mark for non-SMD controlled hybrid
microcircuits. The certification mark shatl be located preceding the date code.
The certification mark abbreviation ,,0,0 or 14C1Q may be used for small devices. The
,, Q” L,, or ,,c”,, ~ertifi=atio” mark or the ~bbreviatio” ,,Qm or UC,! Sha(( not be used

for any hybrid microcircuit acquired ““der contracts or orders which permit or
require any changes to this specification. The 1,QHL88 or ‘l CH$l certification mark
and its ripp Licati.an shall cons. tit”te certification by the manufacturer that al(
tests of the applicable device proc”reme”t sp.ecificati.a” a“d this specification
have been satisfactorily c.amp[eted; that verifiable test data wil( be ret.ai”ed in
files for not Less than 5 years; a“d that within the specified time period, test
data Mill be mode avail abLe for m-site review by Gover”me”t representatives upon
request. In the event that a lot fails to pass inspection, the manufacturer shall
remove or obliterate the ,,QML,, or IIQ II or’ II CH II or 4,CII certification mark from the
?.amp(e tested and a(so from the devices represented by the sample.

● 3 .6.8.4 RHA designator. Radiation hardness designators M, D, R, and H defined
i“ 3 .4.1.6 shat L be marked on the part as indicated in the device procurement
specification.

● 3.6.9. llerki”q Option for co”tro (led storaqe of .(. s?. H. Uhere hybrid
microcircuits ore subjected to testing a“d screening i“ accordance with some
portion of the quality assurance requirements and stored in controlled storage
areas pending receipt of orders requiring conformance to the same or’ a different
leve(, the inspection lot ide”tificatio” code shall be p(aced o“ the hybrid
microcircuit package along with the other markings specified in 3.6 sufficient to
assure identification of the mater ia[. As a“ alternative, if the microcircuits are
stored together uith sufficient data to assure traceability to processing and
inspection records, all markings may be applied after completion of all inspection
to the specified level.

3.6.10. Marking option for aual ity conformance inspection. The manufacturer has
the option of marking the entire Lot o. on[y the sampte devices to be submitted
to groups B, C, and D quality conformance i“specti o”. If the manufacturer
exercises the option to mark only the sample devices, the procedures shall be as
fol(ous:

a.

b.

c.

d.

The sample devices shall be marked prior to performance of groups B, C,
and D qualification or quality conformance inspections, as appticabte.

At the completion of quality c.anforma”ce inspection, the marking of the
sample devices shalt be inspected for co”forma”ce with the requirements of
3.6.

The inspection lot represented by the quality conformance sample shal L
then be marked and a“y specified visual and mechanical inspection
performed.

The marking materials and processing procedures applied to the inspection
lot sha[( be the same as those used for the inspection samp Le.
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3.6.11 Remark inq. If sealed devices are remarked (to change or correct the
marking as specified in 3.6), the reason for remarking sha Ll be recorded. The
remarking procedure and its qualification test plan sha LL be approved by the
qualifying ectivity. APPr OVal shal( be required once only for each package
material composition (marking surface base material and p(ating).

3.7 Uorkma”shi D. Hybrid microcircuits shall be manufactured, processed, and
tested in e careful and workma”[ike manner in accordance with good engineering
practice, with the requirements of this specification and with the production
practices, workmanship instructions, inspection and test procedures, and training
aids prepared by the man” fact”rer i“ fulfillment of the product assurance program
(see appendix A). For cent.sminatim ~“d foreign material identification, see
internal visua( inspection requirements of HIL-STD-883, methods 2017 and 2032.

● 3 .7.1 Environment Control. The fot lowing are minimum environmental controt
requirements. The air particle counts for the classifications indicated shalt be
as described i“ Federa( Standard 209. Atl fabrication, assembly, and testing of
hybrid devices prior to presea[ visual sha Lt be i“ a“ e“viroment meeting class
100,000 particle co””t requirements. Devices awaiting preseat visuat inspection,
devices accepted at preseal visua( inspection and awaiting further processing and
no”contin. ous production tots (see 3.1.3.16) accumulated after e(ement attach and

prior to presea( visual (including parts de Lidded for reuOrk or repair) sha(~ be
stored in a dry nitrogen environment. The preseat vis. a( inspection and the
preparation for sealing environment sha(t be i“ accordance uith MI L-sTD-883,
methods 2017 a“d 2032. In addition, for class K devices, a~l photo [ithographic
operations shat( be performed in a cLass 100 enviromnent.

3.7.2 Rework a“d repair Dr.avisi.a”s. All rework and repair permitted on devices
shal( be accomplished in accordance with procedures and safeguards in accordance
with MI L-s TD -1772 a“d 30 .1.1.6 of appendix A. This documentation shall ref(ect the
processes, procedures, and materials to be used including verification or test
data, and be appeoved by the q“a[ifying activity. Each process or procedure sha((
be designated as rework or repair. This documentation shalt indicate that a
decision to rework is made s.a LeLy by the ma”” facturer while a repair decision shatl
be made with the conc”rre”ce of the q“alifyi”g activity except for repairs
permitted by this specification. Uhen required, the Government shall participate
in repair decisions (see MI L-s TD -1520). A typica( example of rework is the removal
of a defective etement and replacement ~ith a new e(ement. An example of repair is
the use of an organically attached mo(ytab to repiace a previously .s[Loy attached
semiconductor element.

* 3 .7.2.1 General rework and repair Drovisio”s.

a. All temperature excursions during any rework or repair shal L not exceed
the basel ined rework or repair (imitations. Time and temperature limits
shal L be specified.

b. Touch-up of package sea Ling surface plating o. delidded packages is “ot
permitted.

c. The minimum distance between the glass to metal sea(s a“d the package
sealing surface sha LL be at [east .040 inch (.050 imh for .1. ss K) after
final seal to prevent damage to lead seals by uetding adjacent to them.
(Applies to seam welding cm(y. )
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d. Any device uhich is reuorked or repaired after preseal visual inspection
shall be subjected to futl scre.mi”g or rescreening as applicable. If a
device has not been subjected to a given required screen prior to rework
or repair, then that device must be subjected to that screen after .repair
or rework. For class K devices, full rescreening beginning “with preseat
visual inspection is required after any rework or repair operation
involving unlidded (includes delidded) devices. For class II devices, if a
device has been subjected to a given screen prior to reuork or repair,
then rescreening applies as fol[ows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Preseal visual inspection. Inspect for general damage (low
magnification in accordance tfith MI L- ST D-883, method 2017 and method
2032) which might have been caused by the rework or repair and
perform a comp[ete method 2017 or method 2032 inspection of the
reworked or repaired e[eme”t or area (e. g., replaced die, uirebonds,
etc.).

Stabi[izatio” bake, temperature cycle or shock, mechanical shock or
ce”trif. ge, sea(, and ex ternat visual. Rescreen a(l rework or repair
devices 100 percent.

Burn-in. Devices deli dded to reuork package seal fai~ures do not
require burn-i” rescreen. Devices which have had etements replaced
or have been w ire bonded or reu irebonded require 100 percent burn-in
res.tree”.

e. When flux is required for rework or repair, the specific flux and detailed
procedures for its “se and subsequent special cleaning operations shai~ be
documented and approved in accordance with 30.1 .1.6 of appendix A.

f. Replacement e(ements shal L not be bonded onto the chip element they are to
replace.

3. 7.2.2 Element wire rebonding. Uire rebonding of etements other than
substrates sha Ll be permitted ttith the folk.awing limitations:

a. NO scratched, voided, or discontinuous paths or conductor patterns on an
element shall be repaired by bridging with or addition of bonding wire or
ribbon.

b. ALL rebonds shal L be placed on at least 50 percent undisturbed meta L
(excluding probe marks that do “ot expose underlying oxide). NO more than
one rebond attempt at any design bond location shell be permitted. No
rebonds shal~ touch an area of exposed oxide caused by lifted or blistered
metal. A bond shall be defined as a wire to post or wire to pad bond.
Bond-offs required to ctear the bonder after an unsucce8sfu[ bond attempt
need not be visible, shal L not be cause for reject and sha L( not be
counted as a rebond. For class K, the total number of rebond attempts
(exctusive of totat element replacement) shall be limited to a maximum of
10 percent of the total number of bonds in the hybrid microcircuit. The
10 percent limit on rebond attempts may be interpreted to the nearest
who(e number to the 10 percent value.
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3. 7.2.3 Substrate wire rebonding or’ repair. Wire rebonding on substrates shall
be permitted with the f.a L[ owing limitations:

a. Scratched, open, or discontinuous substrate met.s[(izat ion paths or
conductor patter” on a substrate, not caused by poor adhesion, may be
repaired by bridging with or by addition of bonded conductors havin~
current carrying capacity at least 3.5 times the maximum calculated
operating toad current for the conductor or 3.5 times the current capacity
of the wire b.a”d co”necticm termimti”g on the damaged conductor path.
The quantity of repairs shalt be Limited to one for each o“e-ha(f square
inch or fraction thereof of substrate area.

b. No rebonds shall be made over intended b.andi”g areas in which the top
Layer meta[Lizati.an has lifted, pee Led, or has been damaged such that
underlying meta Llizat ion or substrate is exposed at the immediate bond
site.

3 .7.2.4 Comoou”d bonding. Compound bonding for rework or repair is permitted
on[y as fo((ows:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

A go(d bait bond on a substrate wire, a sold ba~l or a crescent bond.

Only monometal~ic compound bonds are permitted (i. e., the origina( bond
wire a“d that used for compound bonding must be the same mater iao.

The new bond must cover at (east 75 percent of the original bond or uire.

The maximum number of compound bonds sha[t not exceed 10 percent of the
totat number of wires.

A corrective acticm system must be utilized i“ order to reduce the number
of compound bonds.

Alt compound bonds sha(( be 100 per. e”t “ondestr”ctive P.([ tested in
accordance with MI L- ST D-883, method 2023.

A compound bond shall not be used to connect two uires.

A[L compound bonds shall meet the viswl criteria in HIL. sTD-883, methods
2017 .s”d 2032.

3 .7.2.5 ELement reD [acement. Element replacement shal( be permitted with the
fo( {owing t imitations:

a. Any potymer attached element may be rep[aced two times at a given tocet ion
(not more than one time for class K) on any device.

b. Any metalkic attached element may be replaced one time at a give”
Location.

c. Any metal(ic attach element onto a pLated tab where the tab is attached to
a substrate with a higher temperature meta[lic attach process, may be
rept aced two times.

d. Substrates may be removed and p“t into a neu package o“. time.
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3 .7.2.6 Seal rework. It shall
de{ idding on hybrid microcircuits
tracer gas is included during the
following conditions:

MI L-H-38534A

be permissible to perform seal rework without
that fail fine Leak testing one time, only if
original sealing operation and under all of the

a. Fine leak testing, without pressurization (bomb), mus’t be performed
immediately after sealing prior to any other test.

b. Devices shall be stored in nitrogen environment for a maximum of 4 hours
between initial seal and resea L without replacing the cover.

c. Devices shalt be submitted to a predetermined vacuum bake prior to reseal.

d. only lid to package sea[s shal L be resealed. So Lder sealed packages may
not be reworked in accordance with this procedure.

NoTE : The above leak testing shal L not be used as a substitute for the fine leak
testing required in 141 L-s TD-883.

* 3 .7.2.7 De Lidding of devices. Hybrid microcircuits may be deiidded and relidded
for rework or repair provided the de Lid- relid procedures, controls, qualification
plan, and resu(ting data are basel ined and approved by the qualifying activity.
Q“a Lificatio” of the delid- retid process shall be i“ accordance with subsection B-4
or B-5 of HIL-STCI -1772. The number of delid-relid cycles aL\oued shall be in
accordance with 3 .7.2.7.1 or 3.7.2.7.2. Delid-relid history (i. e., traceability by
lot number or seriat numbers) shati be maintained by the hybrid manufacturer and
shall be made available for acquiring or qualifying activity review upon request.

3 .7.2.7.1 Solder sealed devices. Class H so Lder seated devices may be
delidded-relidded one time. Class K so[der sealed devices may not be de Lidded -
relidded.

● 3 .7.2.7.2 Welded devices. Oniy seam seated, overlapping pu (se wekded, or taser
we[ded packages designed for delid-relid may be dekidded-re Lidded. Class H devices
may be delidded-re Lidded two times and class K devices may be de(idded-relidded one
time. For class H welded devices only, additional (i. e., more than 2) delid-re lid
cyc Les may be approved by the acquiring activity.

Qualifying of more than one delid- retid cycle shal( be in accordance uith
$. b:ect ion B-4 or B-5 of HIL-STD.177Z, except the samptes shal( be de Lidded and
re(ldded N + 1 times to qua Lify for IIN II de Lid- re Lid cyc Les. For example, the
samples shail be delidded and reLidded three times to qua(ify for two de Lid- re(id
cycles, four times to qua Lify for three de[id-re (id cyc Les, etc.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

* 4.1 Responsibility for inspection. Unless otherwise specified in the contract
or purchase order, the contractor is responsible for the performance of all
inspection requirements (examinations and tests) as specified herein. Except as
otherwise specified i“ the ccmtract or purchase order, the contractor may use his
own or a“y other facilities suiteb Le for the performance of the inspection
requirements specified herein, unless disapproved by the Government. The
Government reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forth in this
specification where such inspections are deemed necessary to insure supplies and
services conform to prescribed requirements.
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The Government .1s. reserves the right to witness any of the tests and inspections
set forth herein or in the device procurement specification and to audit the data
resulting from the manufacturers performance of these examinations and tests. The
responsible Government inspection agency shalt be given adequate “otificati.an prior
to the initiation of al[ tests a“d inspections. If a manufacturer elects to
eliminate a qua(ity conformance inspection step or 100 percent screen step by
substituting a statistical process control program (see 4.1.2.2), the manufacturer
is only re(ieved of the responsibility of performing the QC1 or 100 percent screen
step.

4. 1.1 Responsibility for compliance. All items sha L1 meet .s11 requirements of
sections 3 and 5. The inspection set forth i“ this specification sha Ll become a

part Of. the cO?tra. t.r:s overall inspection system or quality program. The absence
of any l“spect!on req”lreme”ts in the specification sha[( mt ret ieve the
contractor of the responsibility of insuring that a(l products or supp(ies
submitted to the G.avermne”t for acceptance comply with alL req”ireme”ts of the
contract. Sampling inspection, as part of manufacturing operations, is an
acceptable practice to ascertain conformance to req. ireme”ts, houever, this does
not authorize submission of k“... defective material, either indicated or act”ak,
nor does it commit the Gover”me”t to accept defective material.

4. 1.1.1 O“a(ity assurance Drogram, A q.alit Y assurance program sha(( be
established i“ accordance with appendix A.

* 6 .1.2 Inspection d“rinq manufacture. The ma””fact”rer shatl establish and
maintain in-process production controls, q.a(i~Y controls and inspections at
appropriately tocated POint S in the manufacturing process in accordance with the
procedures described in 30 .1.1 of appendix A to assure co”ti””ous contro( of
quality of material*, Subunits, and parts d“ri”g ma”” facture and testing. These
controls and inspections shall be adequate to .ss... compliance with the applicable
device procurement specification a“d q.aiity standards of hybrid microcircuits
man. fact” red to this specification.

4. 1.2.1 Control of critical 11, OCe SSe S a“d procedures. Critica( processes a“d

procedures shall be monitored in accordance with MI L-s ID-883, method 5008.

4 .1.2.2 Statistical process contro~ (sPC). The use of statistical process
control (S PC) is strong[y encouraged. As a minimum, the SPC program she. [d include
training, definition of controlled critical processes, installation of statistical
control techniques a“d a contro[ action system .ss defined by JEP -19. Process
cc. ntro( is recommended for (but “.ot (imi ted to) wire bondi”g, iid seat, lead trim,
and fi”at lead finishing (solder dip, etc.). Uhen implemented as at lowed by
manufacturers option i“ 4.1, the program shalt be documented and approved by the
qualifying activity. The implementing procedures sha L( provide for frequency,
snmp Le size, reject criter in, a(lowab[e rework, and disposition of fai(ed product
or lot. Also, a procedure is required for the traceability, recovery, and
disposition of ali devices ma”” fact” red since the last successful test i“ case of
process failure. Records of process contr.at shalt be avai(abte for review. The
use of SPC control charts is reccm!me”ded.

9 4 .1.2.3 Inspection Verification for c[ass K devices. Foilouing each 100 percent
vis”ftl inspection during assembty, trained quality controt inspectors shalt
reinspect a sample of the materials, assemblies, or devices to the same criteria
used for the 100 percent inspection. Samp(ing will be to a samp(e size (accept
number) of 22(0). Lots failing to meet the samp(e size (accept number) requirement
sha L( be 100 percent reinspected and resamp(ed to a samp[e size (accept number) of
32(0). This reinspection requirement sha[[ “ot be applied to the 100 percent
nondestructive bond pu(l test.
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* 4 .1.2.4 Metal package isolation test for class K devices. Prior to die mount,
each metal-bodied package with leads gLass-i soleted within 0.005 inch (0.13 mm) of
the metal body shall have 600 V dc applied between the case and leads not connected
to the case. Packages which exhibit (eakase greater than 100 nA sha Ll be
rejected. This test may be performed as part of imoming (receiving) inspection.

4. 1.3 Control and inspection records. The manufacturer shall maintain objective
evidence documenting that each Lot has been subjected to all processing contro Ls,
inspections, and tests accomplished in accordance uith sections 3 and 4 herein.
Records shall be retained as specified in 30 .1.1 of appendix A.

● 4 .1.4 Configuration documents. The supplier shall upon request furnish device
procurement specification documentation to the acquiring activity. The
documentation submitted for review, upon the request of the acquiring activity,
sha LL include the current design, topography, schematic circuit, and rekated
information.

● 4 .1.5 Contro[ a“d inspection of acauisitio” sources. The manufacturer shalt be
responsible for assuring that all supplies a“d services used in the mamfacture and
test of hybrid microcircuits conform to alL the requirements of this specification,
the device procurement specification, and other provisions of the applicable device
procurement specifi catio”ati on.

4 .1.6 Test ea”ipment and i“soectio” facilities. At[ measurements for process
contro L or product acceptance shall be made with instruments whose accuracy has
been certified. Calibration shal( be traceabte to the National Institute of
Standards and Techmlogy (N IS T). Calibration of measurement and test equipment and
test standards which Control the accuracy of inspection a“d test equipment a“d
facilities sha(L be i“ accordance uith HIL-s TO-45662.

4 .1.7 Manufacturer co”tro( over its distributors. The manufacturer shall be
responsible for ass”ri”g that its distpibut.ars maintain adequate controls to assure
that products sold are of the same quality as products acquired directly from the
manufacturer.

4. 1.8 Distributor inventory. traceabi Iity, and hand(inq cOntro L. Distributors
shall, as a minimum, maintain a“ adequate inventory control system, traceability
documentation required by this specific rsti.a” and their appropriate certificate.a”,
adequate hand L i“g, storage, ESD controls (see JEP- 108), end repackaging methods to
protect quality a“d prevent damage and degrodatio” of products.

* 4 .1.9 Government source ins Dectio” for cL ass K devicesl For class K device
programs, Government personne L , and other Government designated representatives
(when required by contract or order), sha Lt perform survei([ance and monitoring
functions related to im.Decti o”. assemb[y. and substrate fabrication from substrate
Lot acceptance through acceptance of the” ;.amp Leted pr.od”ct. The mandatory
inspection requirements will be performed or witnessed by the Government
representative at designated manufacturing and test steps as depicted in the
manufacturing or inspection flow chart. Adequate inspection stations shall be
provided to the Government representative. These designated mandatory
manufacturing a“d test steps are reflected i“ the procedures of section 111, part 5
of DLAM 8200.2, and as a minimum shall inc Lude the fo[[owi”g:

a. Review of substrate lot acceptance results.

b. Right to witness a“d ana Lyze SEM photography, if applicable.

c. Perform visual i“spectio” at preseal (at each power specified) on
basis .“(. ss 100 percent inspection is required by the applicable
contract.

a samp Le
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d. S.rvei

e. Survei

f. Survei

[ante of in-process bond strength test.

Lance of burn-in board checkout for circuit continuity.

Lance of group B tests.

9. Audit of documentation.

h. Surveillance of failure analysis, DPA
corrective actions related there to, if

activities and the results and
applicable.

i. Surveillance of radiation hardness assurance tests, if spp(icab(e.

j. Surveillance of ESDS classification tests.

4.2 Procedure for (ots held more than 36 months. Hybrid microcircuits he(d by
manufacturers or authorized distributors for a period exceeding 36 months fotlouing
the date of the inspection lot identification code, shstl be reinspected by the
manufacturer for .[1 specified group A inspection requirements, Pr iOr to shipment.
In case of Lot failure during reinspection, the Lot shall be subjected to 100
percent inspection for a(l tests i“ the subgroup fai Led and a(t hybrid
microcircuits which fai[ any of these tests sha(l be removed from the Lots and
rejected.

ALL reinspection lots with date codes
and pass the so~derabitity subgroup 6
MI L-s TD -883.

The devices shatl retain the original
3.6.3). Records of reinspection shat
appendix A.

6.3 General ins Dectio” conditic. ”s.
sha~l appty.

>f 8601 or later sha([ also be resubjected to
1 of method 5008 (B-3 for method 5005) of

inspection lot identification code (see
be maintained as specified in 30. 1.2 of

The general requirements of MI L- ST D-883

4 .3.1 Classification of examinations and tests. The examinations and tests
required to assure conformance to the specified product assurance Ieve(s of hybrid
microcircuits or lots thereof are classified as fol[ous:

~ Paroaraoh

Element evaluation 4.4 (see 3.4.2)
Screening 4.5 (see 3.4.4)
Quatity conformance inspection (QC1) 4.6 (see 3.4.5)
Data recording 4.7

* 4 ,3.2 Sampi inq. Statistical samp(ing for qua Lity conformance inspections shalt
be in accordance with the sampling procedures of appendix B of this specification,
and as specified in the device procurement specification or drawing, as
appiicab [e. Reserve samp Le devices may be tested “ith the subgroups to provide
replacements in the case of test equipment failure or operator error (see 4.3.5).
These devices sha Ll be used in predesignated order. Initiel samptes and samples
used for resubmission sha Ll be randomly selected from the inspection lot or sublet,
as applicable.
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● 4 .3.2.1 Disposal of samples. Hybrid microcircuits subjected to destructive
tests or which fail any test shall not be shipped on the contract or purchase order
a, acceptable product. They may, however, be delivered at the request of the
acquiring activity if they are iso (ated from, and c[ear[y identified so as to
prevent their being mistaken for acceptable product. Sample hybrid microcircuits
from inspection lots which have passed product assurance inspection or tests and
Mhich have been subjected to mechanical or e“viro”me”tal tests classified non-
destructive (see 4.3.2.3) or found to be nondestructive by repetitive testing (see
4.3.2.2), may be shipped as acceptable product provided they pass 100 percent
external vis. aL inspection i“ accordance with MI L-s TD -883, method 2009 and 100
percent group A electrical tests i“ accordance uith the applicable device
procurement specification.

4.3. 2.2 Destructive tests. A[L mechanical or environmental tests (other than
those [isted i“ 4.3.2.3), shall be considered destructive initially, but may
subsequently be considered nondestructive upcm acc.mu( at ion of sufficient data to
indicate that the test is nondestructive. The accumulation of data from five
repetitions of the specified tests on the same sample of product, Mith.aut evidence
of cum”~ative degradation or failure to pass the specified test req. ireme”ts in a“y
hybrid microcircuit in the samp Le, is considered sufficient evidence that the test
is nondestructive. Any test specified as a 100 percent screen shall be considered
nondestructive for the stress Leve L a“d duration or number of cycles applied as a
Screen. Unless otherwise specified or s. bsequent(y determined to be otherwise, the
fo[ lowing HIL-s To-883 tests shal[ be i“itia(ly classified as destructive.

Internal visua( a“d mechanical (method 2014).

NDTE: This inspection is “o”destructive hen performed at preseal visual.

8ond strength (method 2011)
So(derability (except for lead finish A)
Moisture resistance
Lead integrity (method 2004)
Sa(t atmosphere
SEM i“spectio” for metat[izat ion
Steady state Life test (accelerated)
Oie shear Strength test
Total dose radiation hardness test
Electrostatic discharge sensitivity rest
Lid torque test
Adhesion of lead finish
Vibration, variable frequency
Internal water vapor test
Pin grid package Lead pul( (method 2028)

4 .3.2.3 Nondestructive tests. Unless otherwise speci
are classified as nondestructive:

Barometric pressure
Steady state life (see note)
Intermittent Life (see rote)
Hermet icity
External visual
Internal visual (preseal)
Burn-in screen (see note)
Radiography
Partic[e impact noise detection (P INO)
Physical dirne”sic. ”s
Nondestructive bond p“l L test (method 2023)
Resistance to solvents
So[derability (for [cad finish A onLy)

ied, the following tests
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MOTE : When the test temperature exceeds the maximum specified junction
temperature for the device (i”c(udi”g maximum specified for operation or
test), these tests sha!l be c.msidered destructive u“Less otherwise
specified.

4 .3.3 Forrmati.a” of tots. Hybrid microcircuits sha(t be segregated into
identifiable production lots as defined in 3.1.3.21 as req”ii-ed to meet the
production control and inspection requirements of appendix A. Hybrid microcircuits
shal( be formed i“t.a inspection Lots os defined i“ 3 .1.3.14.1 as required to meet
the quality assurance inspection a“d test requirements of this specification.

4.3.3.1 Resubmission of fai(ed lots. Resubmitted Lots shal L be kept separate
from new lots a“d shal L be clearly identified as resubmitted lots. Uhen any Lot
submitted for quality conformance i“spectio” fails a“y subgroup requirement of
groups A, B, C, and D tests, it may be resubmitted once for that particular
subgroup at double the sample size with zero fai L.res al (owed. A second
resubmission using double the initial sa,np Le size with zero fa iLures a! L.awed is
permitted only if failure analysis is performed to determine the mechanism of
failure for each fai Led hybrid microcircuit from the prior submissions a“d it is
determined that failure is due to:

a. A defect that can be affectively removed by rescreening the entire tot, or

b. Random type defects which do not refkect poor basic device design or poor
basic processing procedures.

1“ atl i“sta”ces uhere analysis of the failed devices indicates that the faik. re
mechanism is d“e to poor basic processing procedures, a basic design fa”it or
nonscreenab[e defects, the [at sha(l not be resubmitted.

4.3.!+ Test method alternatives. Ai ternate test methods are a[[oued provided
that it is demonstrated to the .q”alifyi”g activity that such alternatives in no uay
re [ax the requirements of this specification and that they are approved before
testing is performed. For proposed e(ectrica[ test alternatives, schematic Hiring
diagrams of the test equipment sha[( be made avai[ab Le for checking by the
acquiring activity. E(ectcica( test a“d b“r”-i” circuits shalt be approved by the
ncq”iri”g activity.

4 .3.5 Procedure in case of test eq”i Dment faikure or operator error. Uhenever a
hybrid microcircuit is believed to have failed as a resu(t of faulty test eq. ipme”t
or operator error, the failure sha Ll be enteped in the test record iihich shat L be
retained for review along with a complete explanation verifying why the fai L”re is
be Lieved to be inva (id. Uhe” Government so”?ce inspection (GSI) is required, the
Government quatity assurance representative (QAR) shalt be notified uithi” one
working day and given detai Ls from the test record and the opport””ity to cha(lenge
the validity of the error claimed. If no chat Lenge is made within the next working
day, the error wil L be considered va!id as recorded.

NDTE : ESD failures shall be counted as rejects a“d not attributed to equipment
or operator error for scree”i”g, group A and endpoint .? Lectr ical tests of
method 5005 and method 5008 of MI L- ST O-883.

4 .3.5.1 Procedure for sample tests. Uhen it has been established that a fait”re
is d“e to test equipment failure or operator error a“d it has been established that
the sample device has been damaged or degraded, e replacement hybrid microcircuit
from the same inspectim Lot may be added to the samp Le. The replacement hybrid
microcircuit sha LL be subjected to a[[ those tests to which the discarded hybrid
microcircuit was subjected prior to its failure and to a“y remaining specified
tests to which the discarded hybrid microcircuit uos not subjected prior to its
failure. The manufacturer, at his own risk, has the optic.. of rep Lacing the fai Led
hybrid microcircuit and co”ti””ing with the tests before the va(idity of the test
equipment fai(ure or operator error has bee” established.
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4 .3.5.2 Procedure for screening tests. Uhen it has been established that a lot
faiture during scree”i”g test is due to operator or equipment error a“d it has been
established that the remaining product has not been damaged or degrsded, the lot or
surviving portion of the lot, as the case may be, may be resubmitted to the
corrected scree”i”g test in which the error .acc”rred. Failures verified as having
been caused by test equipment failure or operator error shall not be counted in the
PDA ca[cu{at ion (when applicable).

4.3.5.3 Failure and corrective action reports. Uhen the procedures of 4 .3.5.1
and 4 .3.5.2 are utilized i“ c.a”tinui”g samp[e tests or resubmitting lots for
screening tests, the manufacturer sha Ll document the results of his fa iLure
investigations and corrective actions and shall make this information available to
the Government QAR, the acquiring activity, or the q“alifyi”g activity, as
applicable.

4 .3.6 Test equipment verification. The manufacturer shall define and utiiize a
method (e. g., correlation sarml es; diaq”os tic routines, et c.) to verifv the
mess.reme”t Or operation char> cte~isti~s of the e[ectr~ca( test equipment. When in
use, electrical test eq. ipme”t shall be verified at the start of a test r“. and
after any physical changes to the test system (i. e.,
etc.).

replacement of test equipment,
When a test run exceeds one day, verification shal L be accomplished at the

end of the test r“. .

* 4 .3.7 H.an”facturer imDosed tests. For class H, any manufacturer imposed tests
<e. g., gross and fine leak) conducted after any screening tests, but prior to any
quatificati.an or qua Lity conformance testing, ace to be reported in both the
qualification and quaiity conformance reports. The number of devices tested and
the number of devices fai(ed shat[ be inctuded in the report. If any manufacturer
imposed tests detect a problem, the manufacturer sha LL submit atL devices in the
lot to those tests to eliminate rejects and sha[l take steps to determine and
eliminate the cause of fai[ure (e. g.,
Leaks).

rough handling which has produced gross

4.4 E[eme”t evaluation. ELement evaluation shalt be conducted in accordance
with 3.4.2, herein. Inspection lot samp(ing shatl be in accordance uith appendix B
of this specification.

6.5 Screen inq. Hybrid microcircuits sha[l have been subjected to and passed .((
the screening tests detai[ed in 3. 4.4 i“ order to be acceptable for delivery. Uhen
PDA or patter” fai(”re or de[ta limits have been specified or other conditions for
Lot acceptance have bee” imposed, the required data shall be recorded and
maintained as a basis for lot acceptance. Devices which fai L any test criteria in
the screening sequence sha Ll be removed from the lot at the time of observation or
immediately at the Concl”si.an of the test in Hhich the failure was observed. Once
rejected a“d verified as a device f.a iLure, rework and subsequent rescreening in
accordance with the limitations of 3 .7.2 may be performed.

* 4 .5.1 Burn-in. Burn-in sha Lt be performed o“ all devices and the specified pre
burn-in (interim b“r”-in for class K devices) and post b“r”-in e[ectrictal
parameters sha LL be measured. Burn-in for ctass H devices shalt be 160 hours
(320 hours for Ct?4SS K).

● 4 .5.1.1 Fai[ure analysis of b“r”-i” screen fai Lures for class K devices.
Catastrophic fai Lures (i. e., shorts or opens measurable or detectable at 25*c)
subsequent to burn-in shal~ be a“atyzed. Analysis of catastrophic failures may be
limited to a .auantitv a“d degree sufficient to establish fait”re mode and ta. se and
the resu(ts shall
representative.

be”documenied a“d made available to the Government
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4 .5.1.2 Lots resubmitted for burn-in. Un[ess otheruise specified, burn-in (ots
may be resubmitted for burn-i” .a”e time o“hy. Resubmitted Lots sha(l be kept
separate from new lots and shalt be inspected for all specified characteristics
.si”g a tightened i“spectio” PDA equa L to the next Lower “umber i“ the PDA series
(see appendix B). The number of pattern fai(ures allowed shalt be the snme as
required for the origina( burn-in.

4 .5.1.3 Burn-in acceptance criteria. At the option of the manufacturer, burn-in
acceptance sha(l be based o“ PDA or PDA pattern failures.

* 4 .5.1.3.1 Genera L. Pattern fai[ures are multiple device fai Lures within a
device burn-i” tot (tu.a or more depe”di”g o“ lot size) with the same root cause of
failure.

Me””fact”rers nmst determine a“d document,
for the formation of burn-in iots (i.e.

prior to beginning burn-in, the criteria
devices submitted to burn-in at one time, a

production [at, an inspection tot or some other collection of devices) for the
purposes of PDA ca(c”tatio”. 1. all cases, the burn-in Lot shal L be ? 41 devices
or a(l devices submitted to burn-in d.ring a one-week period, uhichever is (.ss.

The supplier sha(l “ot conduct burn-in in addition to that specified. DeLta timits
sha[[ be defined i“ the device procurement specification when required. when the
PDA or patter” failures applies to delta tirnits, the de[ta parameter values
measured after burn-i” (100 percent screening test) shall be compared with the
deLta parameter vaL”es measured prior to that burn-in. UnLess otherwise specified
in the device procurement specification, PDA and pattern failure ana(ysis sha Ll be

applicable On~y tO +25*c st. tic tests (9roup A, subgroup 1).

* 4 .5.1.3.2 PDA oDt ion. If acceptance is based solely on PDA, the PDA shakl be 10
percent or 1 device, whichever is greater, for c~ass H devices (2 percent or 1
device for cLass K) regardless of burn-i” Lot size.

4. 5.1.3.3 PDA or pattern failure ODt ion. If acceptance is based on PDA pattern
fai(ures, the fo [i owing shall apply:

* 4 .5.1.3.3.1 Lot size less than 40. Pattern failure a“a(ysis sha Ll be the basis
for determining tot acceptance for Lot sizes of &D devices or Less. The maximum
number of device static failures at +25-C ak lowed before a ,, fail”re oat tern,, has
been established sha(L be as foL[ows:

Pattern failure analysis
device faitures allowed

Lot size (x> C(.sss H

XS20 2
21sxs40 3

Examp[e: Lot size is 25 with 4 device static

a. Class K device fails.

b. If all 4 device failures do “ot have the .ame
3 or less fai L”res “ith the same root ce”se),
exists for class H devices and the passing 21

c. If aLL 4 failures have the same root cause of

CLass K

o
0

failures at +25 *c.

root cause of fa iLure (i.e.
then no ,, fe iLure patter n,,
devices are accer. table.

fai Lure, then a 4) fa iLure
pat tern,, exists for class H devices a“d the lot w.wld be rejected.
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* 4 .5.1.3.3.2 Lot size qreater than 40. PDA and pattern failure anatysis sha(l be
the basis for determining lot acceptance for Lot sizes greater than 40 devices.
Device failures resu[ti”g in a percent defective for +25-C static parameters in
excess of the required PDA may be failure analyzed for pattern faitures. If the
number of device fai Lures exceed the required PDA but the number of device fai(ures
uith the same root cause is less than or equal to the number of failures required
to establish a ,, fai[ure pattern,, , then the lot is acceptable. Unless otherwise
sDecif ied in the device Dr.acureme”t sDecificati.an. the mrtxim”m altouable PDA and
the number of device faii”res allowed” before a ‘,f~il”re patter n,, is established
shall be as follows:

Pattern fai Lure analysis

Device failures al loued PDA

Lot size (x) Class H C[ ass K cLass H Class K

4D<xs1OO 4 D 10% 2%
lDO < X S 300 5 0 10!4 2%
300 < x 5 500 10 0 10% 2%
500 < x 15 0 10% 2%

Examp(e 1: Lot size is 400 with 15 device static fait”res at +25-C.

a. If c(ass H, the lot is acceptable (i. e., 10 percent PDA allows 40 device
failures).

b. If cLass K, the lot fails PDA and must be rejected.

Example 2: Lot size 400 uith 41 device static fai Lures at +25-C.

a. If class H, and 10 or less of the device fait”res are due to the same root
cause, then a ,Ifail”re pat tern,, does not exist and the lot is acceptable.

b. If cLass H, and 11 or more of the device failures are due to the same root
cause, then a ,lfai L”re patter n,, has been established and the Lot is
unacceptable.

4 .5.2 Exter”a[ visual screen. The fina( external visual screen shall be
conducted in accordance with MI L-s To-883, method 2009 after atl other 100 percent
screens have been performed to determine that no damage to, or contamination of the
package exterior has occurred.

4. 5.3 Lead forminq. When lead forming (bending) is specified for any device
cL ass, a 100 percent fine and gross sea L test shall be performed after the lead
forming operations a“d prior to final visual ins. pectio” of these devices. Devices
which fai L seal tests shatl be removed from the lot.

* 4 .5.4 Nondestructive bond DU1l test for class K devices. nondestructive 100
percent bond pu!l test shal L be performed for c[ass K devices. The total number of
fa ited uires and the total number of devices fa ited shatl be recorded. The tot
sha~i have a percent defective a[louab[e (PDA) of 2 percent or less based on the
number of uires pulled in the production lot. The test shall be performed in
accordance with HIL-s7D -883, method 2023. Devices from Lots which have been
subjected to the nondestructive 100 percent bond pull test and have failed the
specified class K PDA requirement sha L[ not be delivered a% c[ ass H product.
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4.6 Quality conformance inspection

4.6.1 General . Quality Conformance i“spectio”
type is d~ed by sele. tion of a requirements
time of contract negotiation and acceptance. The

for a given hybrid microcircuit
option flow (see table 1) at the
requirements option flow selected

shall determine the QC1 requirements for the specific hybrid microcircuit
manufactured. Where applicable, inspection lot sampling sha(l be in accordance
Mith appendix B of this specifi.cati.a”. Except where the use of elect rica( rejects
or simulation samp Les (i. e., test coupons) is allowed, 8(1 hybrid microcircuits
shall hsve bee” previo”s(y screened (see 3 .4.4 and 4.5) a“d subjected to and passed
aL[ final electrical tests. Successfu[ completion of quality conformance
inspection for a given product assurance (evel sha LL satisfy the quality
conformance requirements for any tower [eve[ hybrid microcircuit ma”ufact”red on
the same certified tine. If a lot is withdraw” in a state of fr. ili”g to meet
quality conformance requirements and is not resubmitted, it shal( be considered a
fai Led Lot and reported as such. Lots submitted for q“a Lity ccmformanee inspection
sha Ll meet the requirements of 3 .4.5 for al( device c[ asses.

NOTE: The hybrid manufacturer has the right to elect not to use any so(. tion or
solvent identified ui thin this specification or related specifications
that has atso bee” identified by the American congress of Government
Ind. str iat Hygienists as being a potentia( or suspect carcinogen. Uhere
the hybrid manufacturer elects not to “se a mater ia(, he must notify the
acquiring or qualifying activities a“d the customer in uriting in c( ear,
unambiguous language “ot subject to misinterpretation that this right has
bee” exercised.

4.6. 1.1 Sample selection. The number of hybrid microcircuits to be tested shall
be chose” (independent o+ lot size) by the manufacturer in accordance with the
applicable requirements of options 1, 2, or 3 herein and MI L-s TD -883, mthod 5005
or method 5008.

lnit iaL samp[es and resubmitted samptes, when applicable, shall be rnndom(y
se[ected from the inspection lot. Lot acceptance is based on an accept number of
zero. If a fai Lure occurs, the f.si ted subgroup or test may be performed once using
doub[e the sample size with zero faitures allowed. The manufacturer shall retain a
sufficient number of hybrid microcircuits from the tot to provide for do”bli”g the
samp(e size.

For group C inspection, kimi ted sa”ple quantities may be used to meet the
requirements of 3 .4.5 for prodwt ion start-up. Uhen (imi ted samp~i”g is used for
start-up, a subsequent full samp[e group c test sha L( be performed within 6 months
of the initial group C or prior to exceeding the limited usage requirements of
MI L-s TD-883, method 5008, uhiche.er occurs first.

● 4 .6.1.2 End point. Electrical endpoints shnlt be measured (and recorded uhen
required) before starting a“d after completion of a(~ tests in the s“bgro. ps of
group C for which electrical e“d point measurements are specified and intermediate
measurements sha Ll be made as required by the .app (icab Le device proc”reme”t
specification. Test samp Les which require variab(e data shal( be serialized prior
to tests.

* 4 .6.1.3 w. Test resutts sha Ll be recorded by inspection Lot identification
code (see 3.6.3) for each inspection tot. For in-line group S inspections where
inspection (c. ts are mt applicable, data records or togs shall be maintained and
available for review by the q“alifyi. g a“d acquiring activities. A ,“mm~,y .f
attributes results for .s11 tests a“d measurements sha(l be part of the test report.
Variab(e data shal L be provided when required by the device procurement
specification.
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4.6.2 Qua Lit Y conformance routines. Hybrid microcircuits shall be tested for
conformance in accordance with the applicable requirements option as follows:

4.6. 2.1 option 1 (in- {i”e inspection). option 1 qua Lity conformance inspection
sha~~ be satisfied by in-line inspection performed in accordance with the
app(icab~e procedures of MI L- ST D-883 as detailed herein.

● 4 .6.2.1.1 GrOuD A electrical testing. Group A electrical testing sha(( be
performed in accordame with MI L-s TD-883, method 5008 and the applicable device
procurement specification.

* 4 .6.2.1.2 Group B insoecti o”. Group B inspection sha L( be satisfied by
performing in-line inspection samp[ing monitoring as follows. Electrically
rejected devices or test vehicles may be used i“ aLl subgroup tests i“ lieu of
actual product.

a. Physical dimensions. Randomly se Lect hybrid microcircuits from devices at
final inspection such that as a minimum two devices of each package
configuration presented for inspection are inspected each month. Confirm
that all critical dimensions affected by the assembly process (e. g.,
package Length, width, height; pi” he”gth; etc. ) meet the requirements of
the device procurement specification. Critical dimensions unaffected by
assemb[y processes may be inspected at final vis. ak inspection or as a
part of incoming (receiving) inspection.

b. Resistance to solvents. Each inspection Lot of marking ink shal L be
tested prior to acceptance in accordance with MI L- ST D-883, method 2015.
This series of tests shall be performed c.. each type of surface which is
used as the marking surface o“ completed hybrids (e. g., siLver plate,
abraded nickel p[ ate, nonabraded nicke[ plate, etc.). One piece of each
surface type sha Ll be tested in each solvent.

Each ueek one device or e(eme”t ([id or packege) representative of each of
the marking surfaces of each device marked during the Meek shal[ be tested
in accordance with MI L- ST D-883, method 2015 except that onLy a,sot vent 01,
is required.

c. PIMO. PIND testing is mt required for class H devices. PIND testing for
C{. SS K devices shall be performed in accordance with MI L-s TD -883, method
5008.

d. Internal visual and rnecha”ical. Internak visua[ and mechanica( inspection
sha(l be performed at presea L visual i“spectio” in accordance with the
requirements of HIL-STO-883, method 2014. As a minimum, one device of
each hybrid microcircuit type received at preseal visual inspection each
month shall be inspected.

e. Send strength. Uire bond strength in-[ine inspection sha Ll be performed
as a part of wire bond certification (method 5008) and in accordance uith
MI L-s TD-883, method 2011. Week Ly a minimum of two samp[es from each wire
bond process (i e., therm osonic gold, ultrasonic aLuminum, thermal
compressions gold, etc. ) shall be tested. Uhere more than one machine
exists for a specific process, the test samp Le shat( be rotated between
machines such that all machines are tested at least once during each 13
week period when in operation. At the time of certification, an
additional minirmm 10 wires total (15 wires for class K) sha Ll be bonded
in the certification samp[e parts. After completion of certification bond
pul Ls, the parts with the additional 10 wires (15 wires for class K)
intact shall be prec.anditiomd for me hour at +300-C minirmm i“ either
air or an inert atmosphere followed by destructive pull tests. No
failures .s.. allowed.
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The minimum al lowab Le bond strength shalt be one gram for 0.001 inch
diameter wire and 0.5 gram for wire with diameter less than 0.001 inch
(aluminum or go Ld). With diameters greater than 0.001 inch, refer to method
2011, tab(e I post seal bond strength and use the bond strength va[ue
indicated minus om gram. For wire (gold or a[uminum) with diameters
greater than 0.003 inch, refer to figure 2011-1 and use the post seal bond
strength value Less 10 per.cent.

f. Die shear. Die shear testing shat L be performed on two devices as a part
of group C i“specti.m (i. e., first lot and a“y eLeme”t attach changes).
Oie shear testing during group C shall be performed in accordance uith
MI L-s TD-883, method 2019.

9. Sc.lderabitity. Solder ability testing shalt be performed as a part of
incoming inspection (i. e., package evaluation, method 5008) as foltc. ws:

Packages sha{l be temperature aged to . . . of the fo(ic. wing cc. ”dit ions prior
to performing the solder ability test.

24 +1 hours at TA = +250-C, tlOe C
36 +2 hours at 1A = +225-C, *9-C
57 *3 hours et 1A = +200e C, t.S-C

160 *8 h.auvs at TA = +150e C, i6-C

when the hybrid process fLoti i“ct”des a“ operation i“ which the package
lead finish is changed prior to dek ivery of the hybrid (i. e., a so(der
coating is applied), this operation shalt be performed on the package
evaluation Samp[e packages s“bseq”ent to the temperature aging.

FoL towing the temperature aging (and the Lead finish application, if
applicable) the sampte packages sha L[ be solder ability tested in accordance
with method 2003 I“ctudl”g a 7 to 8 hour steam aging.

h. Seal. Seal tests shalt be performed in .accordame with MI L- STO-883, method
1014. One hundred percent testing shal( be performed . . a(l devices
between fina L e[ectrica[ test a“d exter”ai visual.

* 4 .6.2.1.3 Group C inspection. Group C inspection shal( be performed o“[y on the
first inspection Lot submitted for inspection a“d as required to eva(”ate or q“a[ify
changes listed in 3.4.7. Group C inspection shall be performed in accordance with
HIL-s To-883, method 5008 e“d include die shear and wire bond strength tests as
fol(ous. Samp Le devices for die shear and wirebc. ”d strength tests may be devices
from subgroup 3 or testing may be performed in-line.

a. Group C samp Le selection. Samp Les for group C inspection sha Ll be drawn
from the first inspection Lot submitted.

b. Wire bond strength. Dne device minimum shal( be tested to assure
conformance to the applicable requirements of MI L-s To-883, method 2011.
The device shatl be preco”ditio”ed for one hour at +300-C minimm in either
air or an inert atmosphere. Sample criteria shall be based on the number
of wires pu~led using a sarnp[e size (accept “umber) of 22(0) for class H
devices and a samp[e size (accept “umber) of 45(0) for class K devices.
Sample wires sha L[ include o“e wire from each type transistor, diode,
capacitor, and resistor chip; 3 wires from each’ type of integrated circuit;
and 5 wires from packege Leads as applicable. For test conditions F and H,
test 3 dice for each method of interconnection,
Lead dice, if Less.

or aL( fLip chips and beam
The minimum allowabte bond strength shal[ be o“e gram

for 0.001 inch diameter wire a“d 0.5 gram for wire with diameter !ess than
0.001 inch (aluminm or gold). For aluminum or go(d wire with diameters
greater than 0.001 inch, refer to method 2011, table 1 post sea{ bond
strength and use the bond strength vBL”e indicated minus one gram. For
go~d or aluminum wire uith diameters greater than 0.003 imh, refer to
figure 2011-1 and use the post sea~ bond strength vaLue (ess 10 percent.
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c. Die shear. Die shear testing shall be performed in accordance with
MI L- ST D-883, method 2019. Testing sha Ll be performed to a samp Le
size( accept number) of 22(0) based on elements. The shear sample sha(l be
uniformly divided among all element types in the hybrid microcircuit and
shall be performed in a minimum of tuo devices. The samp Le shall inctude
as applicable typica( resistor, capacitor, integrated circuit, transistor
and diode e{ements.

4 .6.2.1.4 Grout! D ins!aection. This testing is accomplished during package
evaluation at incoming inspection and need not be repeated.

4.6. 2.1.5 Nonconformance. Should failure occur in any of the above in-line
inspections, an ana[ysis to determine cause shall be performed and corrective
action, as necessary, shall be imposed. The cause of failure, applicable
corrective action, and disposition of product affected by the failure shall be
documented. This documentation sha(l be avai Lable for qualifying and acquiring
activity review.

4.6. 2.2 option 2 (method 5008L. Option 2 quality conformance inspection shall
be conducted in accordance with the applicable requirements of groups A, B, C, and
D of method 5008 of MI L- ST D-883 for the specific device class.

● 4 .6.2.2.1 Group A electrical testinq. Group A testing shall be performed in
accordance with method 5008 of HIL-STD -883 a“d the applicable device procurement
specification.

● 4 .6.2.2.2 Gro. D 8 ins Decti o”. Group B inspection shat L be performed on each
inspection lot for each package type and lead finish in accordance with MIL-STD-
883, method 5008. The criteria for the i“ter”st visual and mechanical examination
shal L be the genera L requirements for design and construction (see 3.5), the
requirements of the device procurement specification and confirmation that the
actuat device construction is in accordance with the design documentation on fi(e
in accordance with 3.5.5.

4 .6.2.2.3 GPOUD C inspection. Group C inspection shall be performed only on the
first inspection Lot submitted for inspection and as required to evaluate or
qua Lify a change Listed in 3.4.7. Group C inspection shall be performed in
accordance with MI L-s To-883, method 5008.

4.6. 2.2.4 GrouD D inspection. Group D inspection sha Ll be performed on the
initial inspection lot a“d at interva Ls “ot exceeding 26 weeks for additional
inspection lots. Group D inspection shall be performed in accordance uith
MI L- ST D-883, method 5008. Sealed empty packages that have been subjected to the
handling and stress conditi.am of screening may be used for group D testing.

4.6.2 .2.5 Nonconformance. Lots uhich fail subgroup requirements of groups A, S,
C, and D may be resubmitted in accordance with the provisions of 4.3.3.1. A failed
lot which is reworked (see 3.7.2) or is rescreened (resubmit tat to inadvertently
missed process steps is mt considered a rescreen) may not be resubmitted to the
failed subgroups (and must be counted as a failure) for periodic groups B, C, and D
qua(ity conformance inspection cover ages. The lot may be resubmitted only to the
failed subgroup to determine its own acceptance. If a lot is not resubmitted or
fails the resubmission, the lot shall not be shipped and the comp(i. nt marking and
alL references to 141 L-H-38534 sha(l be removed.
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Lots that are not resubmitted, fail the resubmission, are withdrew. from compliant
hybrid microcircuit consideration. reworked. or rescreened (excl. dino resubmirta(

of

t6 fina~ ele. trica( test when tes~ conditio~s or limits are-not ch.sn~ed) due to the
fai(ure of a PDA or QC1 requirement of this specification must be reported to. the
qualifying activity within 30 days of such action. Confirmed lot failures on
returned mater iaks, shal L be reported to the qualifying activity ui thin 30 days
such action. The reporting of these lots sha Ll be in written format and shat L
include the fol (owing as applicable:

a. PIN.

b. lmpect ion Lot identification code.

c. Quantity of Lot.

d. Point of scrap in man. facturer, s f(ou.

e. Test results and date of failure (i”cl. ding .sL1 rescreening, reworks a“d
resubmissions).

f. Reason for failure or screppi”g i“cl. ding .pp Licab(e test result s..

9. Date of scrapping or withdrawal from comp (i ant hybrid microcircuit.

h. Disposition action of affected Lots.

NOTE, The qualifying activity reserves the right to request and receive
information Concer”i”g irnp(ementat ion of corrective actions and
justification for rework and rescree”i”g.

4 .6.2.3 option 3 (method 5005~. Option 3 quality conformance inspection shell
be conducted in accordance with the applicable requirements of 4.5 of M1L-I4-3851O,
and groups A, 8, C, and D of method 5005 of HIL-s To-883 for the specified device
.(.9ss.

4 .6.3 Retention of QML status. To retain QML status, the manufacturer shal~
foruard a report to the qua[ifyi”g activity at 12 month i“terva[s summarizing
activities associated with QML processes and mater iaLs. The .qUalifyi”g activity
sha(t estab(ish the initia( reporting date. The cepovt shall inc[ude the
fo[[ouing:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Identification by part number, date code, and quantity of Lots that have
comp Leted groups A, B, C, a“d D inspections. Information should be
formatted such that the periodic QC1 tests a“d lots represented by them
are clearly presented. when opti.a” 1 (i”-line inspection) is performed,
information shall be organized to demonstrate in-(ine inspect i.a” coverage
for all compliant product.

A list of aLl QML processes and materials for uhich there has been “o
qua(ity conformance inspection. The manufacturer she(L certify that they
sti([ have the capabi~ ities and f.sci Li ties to produce these items to the
qua[ified Levet.

A summary of fa it”.. ana Lysis results and corrective action of faik. res
which resu Lt i“ changes to the ma”ufact. reras OML listing.

Certification that the design and co”structio” of a[L compliant product
was verified and found to be identical to QML requirements and that the
quaiity conformance inspection requirements have been satisfactorily met.

Self-audit res”[ts (see appendix A, 40.3.9)
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If the summary results indicates nonconformance with the requirements of
this specification, and corrective action acceptable to the qualifying
activity has “ot been take”, action may be taken to remove the fai[ing
processes and mater iaLs from the Q) IL. Failure to submit the summary
report within 30 dnys of the 12-month period may result in loss of the
manufacturers OML listing and certification.

If during two ccmsecutive reporting periods, there has bee” “o quality
conformance inspection of product utilizing QML processes and materials on
a certified line! the manufacturer may, at the discretion of the
qualifying activtty, be required to perform supplemental process
qualification testing in accordance with MI L-sTD- 1772, section B.

4.6.4 Removal of a manufacturer from the aualif ied manufacturers List.

* 4 .6.4.1 Reasons for removal. A manufacturer may be removed from the QML by the
preparing activity for any of the reasons listed below. Removal for any other
reason must be approved i“ advance by the Departmental Standardization Office of
the preparing activity.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

The product or materiai offered under contract does “ot meet the
requirements of the device procurement specification or Standardized
Military Drawing.

The rna””fact”rer has terminated manufacturing the product or materi ai
represented by the sample test specimen for which a QML listing was
granted.

The man” fact”rer requests that his Compa”yns name be removed from the
list.

One or more of the conditions under which certification a“d q“e,lifi cation
were granted have been violated.

The manufacturer hes failed to notify the auatif Yin9 activity of a change
in design, material, rnanufact. ring ficiiity, process,

An audit of manufacturing facilities and fabrication
nonconformance to the applicable specification.

The me”” factureras name appears on the ,acons.al idated
ineligible, and Suspended Contra ctors .,,

or fabrication line.

ines indicates

ist of Debarred,

The manufacturer has failed to comDly with the requirements for retention
of qualification, as stated in the” specification.

4.6.4.2 Notification of vroposed removal . Excepting cases of immediate removat
for reasons c., g., and h. of 4.6.4.1, the manufacturer will be notified of the
proposed removal of his company from the 1 ist a“d the reasons for removal a“d be
granted at Least 14 days from the date of the “otifyi”g letter i“ which to
respond. If removal is for reasons a., b., d., e., c.. f. of 4.6.4.1, the
manufacturer i+i~l be invited to furnish comment.

4.6.4.3 Notification of rernova~. After determination has been made to remove a
company from the list, the manufacturer .iL1 be sent a notification of removal and
his company Hill be de Leted from the QML without de Lay.

4.6.5 Inspection of oackaqi n%. The sampling and inspection of the preservation,
packing, a“d container marking sha(l be i“ accordance Mith the req”ire,ne”ts of
HIL-M-55565.

* 4.7 Data record inq. The results of alt screening and quality conformance tests
and inspections and the results of a(( required failure analyses sha LL be recorded
and maintained in the maw facturerss faci Lity in accordance uith appendix A.
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Data and reports required by the applicable device procurement specification
shal L be submitted to the acquiring activity. The disposition of all \ots or
s.mples submitted for screening (when PDA is specified) or .qua(ity conformance
inspection sha Ll be fully documented and tots which fail any specified requirement
shall be recorded as failed lots whether resubmitted or withdrawn. Disposition of
resubmitted Lots shall likewise be recorded so that a comptete history is avaiiab(e
for every tot tested from initial submiss ic. ” to fina[ disposition i“ctuding a[(
failures, resubmission, and withdrawals.

● 4 .7.1 Screening test data for class K hybrid microcircuits. Uhen specified in
the device procurement specific ati.a”, a copy of the attributes test data, a copy of
the variables data and the delta ca[culati.ans resulting from the tapp[ icable delta
parameter tests before and after each burn-in, and a copy of the X-rays required by
the device procurement specification shalt acc.ampa”y each (ot of class K hybrid
microcircuits shipped. unless otherwise specified in the device procurement
specific ati.a”, the manufacturer shall mai”tai” one comp[ete copy of e.l L screening
data for 5 years after delivery of the parts. This data sha LL be legible and shal L
be corre(atab Le to the applicable part number, the lot date code, a“d the
i“divid. a( serial number. The data shal L be verified by the manufacturer, s Qua(ity
assurance organization and must bear evidence of

5. pACKAGING

5.1 Packaging requirements. The requirements
accordance with M IL-M-55565.

such verification.

for packaging shall be in

6. NOTES

(This section contains information of a ge”era( or explanatory nature that may be
he Lpfu L, but is not mandator y.)

● 6.1 Intended use. Hybrid microcircuits conforming to this specification are
intended for use for G.aver”ment hybrid microcircuit application and logistic
purposes. For maximum cost effectiveness Nhi Le maintaining essential qua(ity a“d
reliability requirements, it is recommended that, for initial acquisitions for
original equipment complements, the device c[ass appropriate to the need of the
application (see 3.4) be acquired. FrJr acquisition of spare parts for (og istic
support, it is recommended that, .n(.ess otherwise specified, .[( hybrid
microcircuits be acquired to c[ ass H req. ireme”ts.

6.2 Acquisition requirements. Acquisition documents must specify the fo((owi”g:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

Tit [e, number, and date of this specification.

Issue of DOOISS to be cited in the solicitation, and if required, the
specific issue of individual documents referemed (see 2.1).

PIN.

Title, number and date of applicable device prcicureme”t specification or
drewi”g and ide”tificatio” of the origi”ati”g design activity.

Hybrid microcircuit finishes (see 3.5.8.3).

Product assurance (eve( (see 1.1).

Change notification (i. e., who to contact).
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6.2.1 optional ac.auisit ion data. The fol Louing items are optiona[ and
are o“[y applicable uhen specified in the acquisition documents.

a. Requirements for fai Lure ana Lysis.

b. Special requirements (see 30.4 of appendix C).

c. Disposition of samples (from groups B, C, and D tests).

d. Requirement for qualification or QCI plan.

*6.3 Preparation of device Procurement specifications. The items for the
preparation of device procurement specifications are Listed in appendix c of this
specification.

6.4 Reevatuat iOn of lot aua[ity. when deemed necessary, the purchase order may
specify detailed criteria for tot reevaluation and disposition. Government source
inspection procedures or resubmissions of failed lots shai L mt be considered as
reeva[”at ion of lot q“a[ity but rather as a part of the init iat q.a Lity conformance
procedure.

6.5 Subiect term (key word) (isti”q,

Audit
Burn-in
class H
Class K
Classification
Construction
Custom
Design
Deviation
E SD
E lement
Inspection lot
Lead finish
Heta(lizat ion
PDA
PIND
QML
Qualification
Repair
Rework
SPC
Screening)
Seal
Substrate
Traceability
Workmansh ip

6.6 Definitions.

6.6.1 Cataloq standard hybrid microcircuit. A hybrid microcircuit, the design
and right to the design (i. e., ownership, control, or proprietary rights), of which
are cc. mp(etely in the contro[ of the device manufacturer, and is advertised and
made available to any acquiring activity through the publication and distribution
of product cata[ogs or product data sheets.
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6 .6.2 Custom hybrid microcircuit. A hybrid microcircuit built in accordance
uith this specification b“t for which the design is under the specification or
co”tro[ of the purchaser or user of the hybrid microcircuit.

6. 6.3 Case outline. The device configuration i“c Luding dimensions and
dimensional tolerances.

6.6.4 ~. A hybrid microcircuit.

6.6.5 Device type. A single specific hybrid microcircuit

6.6.6 Die family. A[[ elements manufactured by the same basic process [e. g.,
(OW power schottky, HCMDS, FAST).

6.6.7 Fi(m microcircuit (or fitm integrated circuit). A microcircuit consisting
exclusively of eLeme”ts Hhich are fi[rns formed in-sit” upon or within a“ insulating
substrate.

6. 6.8 Microwave or R.F. hybrid. A hybrid microcircuit that requires o“e or more
of the fol [owing:

a. Input and o“tp”t terminals or connectors with matched impedance.

b. use of specific impedance transmission tines o“ an insulating substrate

c. Device whose R.F. performance characteristics are affected by conductor
length, width, or topo(ogy.

6 .6.9 Micro e(ectro”ics. That area of electronic technology associated uith or
applied tO the realization of electronic systems from extremely s“a[[ etectro”ic
parts or elements.

6.6.10 Microcircuit. A small circuit having a high equivalent circuit etement
density, which is c.a”sidered as a single part composed of interconnected eLeme”ts
o“ one or more substrates to perform an electronic circuit function. (This
exc[udes printed wiring boards, circuit cards assemblies, and modules composed
exclusively of discrete electronic p.srts mounted o“ a “on-ceramic s. bstr.ate or
board. )

6.6.11 Monolithic microcircuit (or i“teq rated circuit~. A microcircuit
consisting exclusively of eLernents formed in-sit” cm or within a single
semiconductor substrate with at Least one of the etements formed within the
substrate.

6.6.12 Mult ichi D microcircuit. A microcircuit consisting of elements formed on
or within two or more semiconductor chips uhich are separately attached to a
substrate or package.

6.6.13 Packaqe type. Packages uhich have the same case outline, c.anfigurati.a”,
materials (inc Luding bonding wire and die attach), piece parts (excluding
performs which differ onLy in size) and assemb(y processes.

6.6.14 Passive element. Planar resistors, capacitors, inductors a“d patterned
substrates (sing Le and mu Lti[ayer) and nonplanar chip resistors, capacitors,
inductors, and transformers.

6.6.15 Pattern fait”re. M.(tiple hybrid microcircuit fait”res with the same
root cause.
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* 6.6.16 Qualified manufacturers list (QUL>. A list of manufacturers, by name and
plant address, who have met the certification and qualification requirements stated
herein. The listing includes identification of the certified qua(ity control Leve[
(ctasses K and H), qualified materials, and qua(if ied manufacturing construction
techniques. QML is the accepted abbreviation for the term qualified manufacturers
List.

6.6.17 Radiation hardness assurance (RHA). The portion of product assurance
uhich insures that parts continue to perform as specified or degrade in a specified
manner when subjected to a specified radiation environmental stress.

6.6.18 ~. Repair is an operation performed on a nonconforming hybrid to
make it functionally usab Le but does not completely eLiminate the nonconformance.

6.6.19 &y.Q.&. Rework is an operation performed on a nonconforming hybrid that
restores all nonconforming characteristics to the requirements in the contract,
device procurement specification or other approved product description.

6.6.20 Semiconductor element. Transistor or diode.

* 6.6.21 Source controi document or drauinq. The device procurement specification
prepared by the contractor and approved by the acquiring activity uhich contains
the deta ited performance and test requirements specific to a hybrid microcircuit
type (see appendix C).

6.6.22 Substrate. The supporting mater iaL upon or ui thin which the etements of
a hybrid microcircuit are fabricated or attached. Substrates may not have
conductor patterns or printed or deposited components.

6.6.23 Traceability. The ability to retrieve records as required herein (see
3.4.6).

6.7 Chanqes from Drevious issue. The margins of this specification are marked
with asterisks to indicate where chan~es. additions and modifications from the
previous issue were made. This was d;ne’as a convenience only and the Government
assumes no liability whatsoever for any inaccuracies in these notations. Bidders
and contractors are cautioned to eva Luate the requirements of this document based
on the entire content irrespective of the marginak notations and relationship to
the last previous issue.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

10. SCOPE

10.1 ~. This appendix contains detaits of the quality assurance program
requirements which serve as the basis for manufacturer certification and constitute

a prec Ond it iOn fgr hybrid microcircuit qualification. This appendix is a mandatory
part of the specification. The information contained herein is i“te”ded for
compliance.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

This section is “ot applicable to this appendix.

30. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

* 30.1 Manufacturer certification. The manufacturer shall establish, imp(ement, and
maintain a product assurance program i“ accordance with 30.1 through 30. 1.3.9
(summarized i“ tab(e 111) in order to become a certified manufacturer of hybrid
microcircuits. The man. fact. rer Os quality assurance program shall demonstrate and
assure that design, ma”. fact. re, inspection, and testing of hybrid microcircuits are
adequate to assure compliance with the applicable requirements a“d quality standards of
this specification and the device procurement specifications. Uhere the manufacture or
any port i.o” of the manufacturing and testing operation is other than the man. fact. rer, $
faciiity, it sha L[ be the res. possibility of the manufacturer to secure and prove the
documentation and co”troL of the quality assurance program as described herein. The
program shail be docmve”ted in these ways:

a. Oesign, processing, man”fact”ri”g, a“d testing i“structio”s (see 30.1.1).

b. Records to be maintained (see 30.1.2).

c. Product assurance program p[a” (see 30.1.3).

ALL required documentation shall be avai [able at, and continually effective in the
ma”ufact”rer,s pLa”t while prod. ci”g hybrid microcircuits uhich are intended to be
of fere,d for shipment as compliant devices. All required program documentation and
records shall be available for review by the q“aLifyi”g or acquiring activity “PO”
request. The .scq”i ring activity sha Ll have access to “o”proprietary areas of the
Manufacturer”s plant for the p“rp.ase of verifying its imp L.ementatio”, a“d the
qualifying activity sha(l have access to SJI( areas of the manufacturer, s plant for the
purpose of verifying its implementation. Perso”ne( performing qua Lity functions sha[[
have sufficient w(L defined responsibility, authority and the organizational freedom
to identify and evaluate qua(ity problems a“d to initiate, recommend, end provide
solutions.

30. 1.1 Oesiqn, DrOcessinq. man” facturi”q. and testing instructions. The
manufacturer shal( have in effect docwne”ted instructions c.averi”g, as a minimum, these
areas:

a.

b.

c.

d.

Conversion of customer requirements into ma””fact”i-erns internal instr”ctio”s
(see 30.1.1.1).

Personnel training a“d testing (see 30.1.1.2).

Inspection of incoming mater iaLs, utilities,
30.1.1.3).

a“d work in-process (see

Qua[ity control operations (see 30.1.1.4).
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e. Quality assurance operations (see 30.1.1.5).

f. Design, processing, reuork, toot a“d mater ia[s standards and i“structi.ans
(see 30.1.1.6).

9. Cleanliness and atmosphere c.a”tr.al i“ work areas (see 30.1.1.7).

h. Design, material, and process change co”tr.al (see 30.1.1.8).

i. Tool, gauge, and test equipment maintenance and caL ibrat
30.1.1.9).

j. Failure .s”d defect a“a(ysis and data feedback (see 30.1.

k. Corrective action a“d evaluati.a” (see 30.1.1.11).

on (see

.10).

(. Incoming, i“-pr.acess, and c.. tgoi”g inventory co”tro( (see 30.1.

m. Schematics (see 30.1.1.13).

n. Electrostatic discharge hand(i”g control program (see 30.1.1.14

Deta i Led requirements for coverage of these items are stated in 30.1 .1 .1

.12).

throuah
30.1.1.14. “These requirements w~Ll “or,na Lty be expected to be met by the -
manufacturers standard drawings, specific ati.o”s, process instructions, and other
established manufacturing practices. If particular requirements are not covered by
the manufacturers est.sb Li shed practices, suitab Le documentation shall be added to
satisfy those requirements.

30. 1.1.1 Conversion of customer re.q. ireme”ts into man” facturer, s interna L
instructions. The procedure by which customer’ req”ir.?rnents, as expressed in
specifications, purchase orders, etc. , are converted into uorking instructions for
the manufacturer, s persome L shall be documented.

30 .1.1.2 Personnel trai”inq and tes tin%. The motivational a“d work trai”i”g a“d
testing practices, employed to establish, evat”ate, and maintain the ski[ls of
personnel e“geged in reliability critica[ work shall be documented as to form,
content, and frequency of use.

30. 1.1.3 Inspection of i“comi”g materials, utilities, and work in-process.
Inspection Operations shall be documented as to type of inspection, sampling and
test procedures, acceptance rejection criteria, a“d frequency of use.

30. 1.1.4 Oua[itv contro[ ooeratio”s. Quality control operations shatl be
documented as to type, procedures, rating criteria, action criteria, records, a“d
frequency of use. The use of Statistical quality control (SQC) and statistical
process control (S PC) is strong[y encouraged.

30. 1.1.5 Quality assurance operations. O“ality assurance operations shall be
documented as to type, procedures, equip!ne”t, judgment, a“d action criteria,
records, and frequency of use. The use of statistical quality control (SOC) a“d
statistical process control (S PC) is strong[y e“co”raged.
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30 .1.1.6 Design. Processing. manufacturing eaui Dment, and mater iaLs
instructions. Device design, processing, manufacturing equipment and materials
shell be documented in drawings, standards, specifications, or other appropriate
media uhich sha L( cover the re.q”irements and tolerances for all aspects of design
and manufacturing inc Luding equipment test and prove-in,
handking,

mater iats acquisition and
design verification testing and processing steps. As a minimum

requirement, detailed documentation must exist for the foL [owing items and must be
adequate to assure that quantitative controls are exercised, that tolerances or
Limits of control are sufficiently tight to assure a reproducible high qua(ity
product and that process end inspection records reflect the resutts actual(y
achieved:

a. Incoming materials control (substrates, packages, active and passive chips
or elements, uire, water purification, etc.).

b. Masking, photo resist, and mask registration.

c. Glass ivat ion or passi vat ion.

d. Meta(lizat ion

e. Die, element,

f. Uirebonding.

9. Rework.

h. Sealing.

and film deposition.

or substrate attachment.

30 .1.1.7 C[ean[iness and atmosphere contro( in work areas. The requirements for
cleanliness and atmosphere controt in each work area in which unseated devices, or
parts thereof, are processed or assembted shail be documented. Air particle counts
sha(l be in accordance with Federal Standard 209. The manufacturer
sha(l establish action and absolute control Limits (at mhich point work stops untik
corrective action is completed) based on historic&t data a“d criticalness of the
process in each particular area. For foreign material identification and control,
see internal visual inspection requirements of 141 L-s TD-883, method 2017.

30 .1.1.8 Desiqn. material. and process change control. The methods and
procedures for implementation and contro( of changes in device design: material and
processing, and for making change information avai Lab(e to the acquirtng activity,
when applicable, sha[l be documented.

30. 1.1.9 TOOL and test equi Dment maintenance and calibration. The maintenance
and calibration procedures, and the frequency of scheduked actions, for too Ls,
gauges, and test equipment shal[ be documented and in accordance with the
requirements of MI L-s TD-45662.

NoTE : Corrective action specified in MI L-sTD-45662 shall not require a
manufacturer to recal L those hybrid microcircuit devices tested or
inspected on equipment found t. be out of tolerance during calibration.
These corrective actions shall not be required provided the government
quality assurance representative has verified the acceptability of the
manufacturers calibration and corrective action procedures for equipment
found to be out of cstibrat ion and the periodic checking procedures for
assuring acceptability of product between calibration inter vats. For
major discrepancies, as determimd by the q“a(ity assurance
representative, e ur itten report shall be prepared and a copY submitted to
the qualifying activity detailing the circumstances and corrective action.
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30.1.1.10 Fai(ure and defect anaivsis and data feedback. The procedures for
identification, handling, and analysis of failed or defective devices and for
dissemination of ana Lysis data shall be documented, including the procedure for
informing the qualifying activity of ana Lysis res”kts, when applicable.

30.1.1.11 Corrective action and evaluation. The procedure and responsibility
for decisions regarding the mcessity for corrective action as a result of fai[ure
or defect analysis, and for evacuation and approval of proposed corrective actions,
shall be documented. If the procedure for evaluation and approva[ of changes
proposed for other reasons, such as cost reduction or product improvement, differs
from the above, it shall also be documented.

● 30.1.1.12 Incominq. in-or ocess, and outaoing inventory contro(. The methods and
procedures shall be documented uhich are used to control storage and handling of
incoming mater ia [s, work in-process, and warehoused a“d outgoing product in order
to achieve such factors as age control of limit ed-(ife mater iaks, and prevent
inadvertent mixing of conforming and nonconforming materials, work or finished
product . Each area shall maintain identity of uork i“ process to facilitate access
by Government source inspectors. [n addition, for c(ass K devices, tests and
inspections performed by the man. fact” rers o“ acquired mater iats and suppties shal~
inc[ude verification of chemical, physica L, and functional characteristics required
by man. fact. rer dra. ings and spe. ificati On$. Procedures shal L be prepared and
maintained for controlling the recei Dt of acquired materials and supplies. The
procedures sha(l provide ;he fotlo. ikg:

a. Withholding received materials or
the required inspection or tests,

b. Segregation and identificati.a” of
conforming materials and supp Lies
subassemblies and parts for ctass

suDD[ies from use Dendin9 Comoiet ion of.
or the receipt of hecessary reports.

nonconforming material and supplies from
and removal of nonconforming
K lines.

c. Identification and contro( of limited-life materials and supplies.

d. Identification and control of raw mater ia (s.

e. Assurance that the required test reports, certification, etc. , have been
received.

f. C[ear identification of materials released from receiving inspection and
test to clearly indicate acceptance or rejection status of material
pending review action.

30.1.1.13 Schematics. Schematics pertaining to the testing of hybrid
microcircuits sha Ll be under document control. This includes device schematics,
burn-in schematics in accordance uith the applicable device procurement
specification for qualified pr.adwt or those for Mhich qualification test
authorization has been requested.

30.1.1.14 ESD handlinu contro( Dr09ram. The ESD handling contro[ program
documentation shall be under document control. This includes methods, eqUipMent
and materials, training, packaging, handling, and procedures for hand Ling ESD
sensitive devices.
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● 30 .1.2 Records to be maintained. The records required by this section sha(t be
continuously maintained during the manufacture of hybrid microcircuits which are
intended to be submitted for shipment as cwnp(i ant devices i“ accordance with this
specification. The records pertaining to production processes, incoming and
in-process inspections a“d those pertai”i”g to screening a“d qua Lity conformance
inspection shall be retained for a minimum of 5 years (7 years for class K) efter

performance of the inspections. Records sha Ll be m.si”tai”ed as a minimum for:

a. Personne( training a“d testing in accordance Hith 30. 1.2.1 (1 year record
retention).

b. Inspection operations in accordance uith 30.1 .2.2 (1
for production processes, incoming a“d in-process; 5
for screening, q.akif icat ion and que[ity co”focma”ce

c. Failure reports and ana Lyses in accordance uith 30.1
retention).

d. [nitia( doc. mentatio” a“d subsequent
processing in accordance with 30. 1.2

e. Equipment ca(ibratio”s i“ accordance
records rete”ti o”).

year record retention
year record retention
inspection).

2.3 (5 year record

changes in designs, mater iats or
4 (S-year record retention).

with 30 .1.2.5 (see MI L-s TD -45662 for

f. Process, .ti(ity, a“d materia[ controls i. accordance with 30 .1.2.6 (1
year record retention).

9. Product lot identification in accordance with 30. 1.2.7 (5 year record
retention).

h. Product traceability in accordance with 30. 1.2.8 (5 year record
retention). Attered records shall wat be considered acceptable data
un(ess documented instructions are foLL oHed which shal( inc~ude:

i. For

(1)

(2)

(3)

j. For

(1)

(2)

(3)

changed data:

Identification of individual making new entry.

Maintain identity of a(l origim[ data entries (nauhite out,, is not
permitted).

Justification noted for change and verification by a second party (QA
sha(l verify screening, qualification and quality conformance
inspection records) when change affects tot jeopardy (i. e., lot
orlglnalty considered to be rejected is changed to pass status).

transferred data to new test record:

Identification of individual transferring data.

Al( Origi”r.1 record entries sha(l be transferred.

New test records entries shall be verified against the original
record by a second party.
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k. Computerized records are optiona[ provided they clear Ly and objectively
indicate that all requirements of M IL-H-38534 have been met. The
computerized records for traceability, screening and QC inspection shal L
be readily accessible and available to Government personnel for revieu and
an appropriate electronic or hard copy provided to the qualifying activity
as required. The requirements below shall be met.

(1) Entry verification.

(a) Each individual making entries shal( be uniquely identified.

(b) All manually entered data shalt be verified at the time of entry
by the same operator.

(c) AIL accepted transactions (i. e., entered data) shall be
identified by timeldate of datelentry sequence to protect
against ‘lout of sequence,, entries. No recorded transactions
sha(l be de(eted or changed.

(2) Control procedure for tot history records.

(a) Lot histories may be modified only by additions (i. e., original
entries plus corrective addenda).

(b) Atl corrective addenda shatl meet all the requirements of i.
above.

(c) Only limited designated operators shall be abLe to access lot
history computer records for corrective addenda. Documented
security procedures sha~l be fol[oued to assure that limited
access is maintained (e. g., restricted terminals, passwords,
etc.).

(d) A qua[ity assurance representative shall verify screening,
qualification and quality conformance inspection records when
corrective addenda affect lot jeopardy.

(3) COntrOL of computerized lot history records.

(a) All computer lot history records shall have an accurate tape or
equivalent backup generated prior to lot shipment. within 3
months of lot shipment, the backup record shall be transferred
to a secure location to be archived.

(b) These archived tapes or equivalent media shall be kept for a
minimum of 5 years.

30. 1.2.1 Personnel training and testinq. Records shall cover the nature of
training or testing given, the date thereof by week and length in hours, and the
group of personnel given work training and testing. Records are required only for
product related training and testing as disti”g”ished from safety, first aid, etc.
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30.1 .2.1.1 Traininq of .Derators and inspectors. All Critica( processes and
production inspection sha(l be performed by personnel who have been trained by the
manufacturer to perform their assignment task in accordance with manufacturers
in-house standards, including a forma[ training (e. g., classroom or on the job
training supervised by a certified trainer) and test procedure to assure the
proficiency o+ each individual. Each individual sha LL be retested or retrained at
the end of a designated period or when personnel performance indicates poor
proficiency. Personnel shal L not be used in critical processes or inspections
untit the required (eve( of proficiency has been demonstrated.

30. 1.2.2 Inspection operations. Records of inspection operations shatl cover
the tests or inspections made, the mater ia[s group (Lot, batch, etc. ) inspected,
the co”tro LLi”g documentation, the date of completion of inspection, the amount of
material tested, end acceptance, rejection, or other fina( disposition of the
mater iat.

30 .1.2.3 ReDorts and ana[yses of defective devices and fa iLures. Records or
defective devices shal L cover the source from which each device was received, the
test or operation d.ring which fai[”re occurred or defects uere observed, and prior
testing or screening history of the device, the date of receipt, and the
disposition of the device. Records of failure and defect analyses sha LL cover the
“at. re of the reported failure or defect (failure or defect mode), verification of
the fai(ure or defect, the nature of any device discrepancies which were found
during analysis (failure or defect mechanism), assignment of the failure-
activating cause if possib[e, the date of completion of the analysis,
identification of the group performing the anatys is, disposition of the device
after ana(ys is, and the distribution of the record. The record sha{L also treat
the relationship of observed faikure or defect modes in re(ated lots or devices
and, where applicable, corrective action taken as a resukt of the findings.

30 .1.2.4 Changes i“ desiqn, mater iaLs, or processing. Records shal( cover the
initial documentation and all changes,
design, materials,

uith the date upon uhich each change in
or processing becomes effective for devices intended to be

submitted for quality conformance inspection under this specification. The
doc”me”ts authorizing and implementing the change, and identification of the first
production or qua Lity conformance inspection lot (as applicable) within uhich
product incorporating the change is included sha LL be maintained when the change
requires approval of the qualifying activity (see 3.4. 1.3 and 3.4.7).

30. 1.2.5 EQui Dment calibrations. Records shall cover the scheduled calibration
intervats for each equipment item, the dates of completion of actua[ calibration,
identification of the group performing the calibration, and certification of the
compliance of the equipment uith documented requirements after calibration, in
accordance uith MI L-s TD -115662.

30. 1.2.6 Process, utikity. and mater iaLs contro [s. Records sha([ cover the
implementation of devices such as control charts (e. g., x and R charts) or other
means of indication of the degree of control achieved at the points in the
material, utility, and assembly process ftou documented in the manufacturing
instructions. Records sha Lt also indicate the action taken when each out-of-
control condition is observed, and the disposition of product processed during the
period of out- of-con tro L operation.
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= 30 .1.2.7 Product lot identification. Records shall be maintained to identify
when each production or inspection let was processed through each area. Records
shall be capabte of identifying for each production or acceptance-inspection tot
(as applicable) of finished product, these items as a minimum:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

i.

The acceptance-inspection tests performed on the lot, and their

The seria[ numbers (uhen applicable) of aLl devices in the Lot.

The date of completion of acceptance inspection of the lot.

Identification of the Lot.

The pertinent associated device procurement specification under
inspection was performed.

results.

which

Fina[ disposition of the tot (withdrawn, not accepted, accepted).

Acquiring activity source inspection consideration of the tot.

The number of devices, by device type, in each lot at the time of Seal.

Independently identify, by device type, the number of devices shipped and
the number of devices in stock inventory.

30 .1.2.8 Product traceability. The traceability system shall be maintained such
that the qualifying activity can trace and determine that the hybrid microcircuits
passed the applicable screening, quatificaticms and quality conformance inspections
and that the hybrids microcircuits were assembled O“ the proper certified assembly
tine.

30. 1.3 Product assurance proqram plan [P APP). The PAPP sha(l be established and
maintained by the manufacturer, and shall be delivered to the qualifying activit Y
for review (prior to survey, when applicable) as a basis for manufacturer
certification in accordance with 3.4.1. The PAPP shal L consist of a volume or
port foLio, or series of same, which .i(l serve to demonstrate to the qualifying
activity that the manufacturers understanding of a complete quatity assurance
program, as exemplified by his documentation system, is adequate to assure
compliance of his product with the applicable specifications and quality-
standards. If the qua Lity assurance program exemplified is appt ied consistently to
all product lines intended to be submitted for acceptance inspection under this
specification, only one PAPP is required for each manufacturing pL ant; anY
difference in treatment of different product lines within a plant shall be stated
and explained in the PAPP, or separate PAPPs prepared for such different line S.
The PAPP shall contain, as a minimum, these items (see tab(e III):

a. Functiona[ block organization chart (30.1.3.1).

b. Example of manufacturing flow chart (30.1.3.2).

c. Proprietary document identification (30.1.3.3).

d. Examp Les of design, mater iaL, equipment, visual standard, and process
instructions (30.1.3.4).

e. Examptes of records (30.1.3.5).

f. Examples of design, material and process change control documents
(30.1 .1.8 and as required in 3.4. 1.3 and 3.4.7.
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Examp(es of fai [ure and defect analysis and feedback documents
(30.1.1.10).

Examples of corrective action and eva~uat ion documents (30.1.1.11).

M.anufacturer, s internal instructions for internai visua L inspection
(30.1.3.6).

Examptes of test travelers (30.1.3.7).

Examples of design and construction baseiine (30.1.3.8).

Manufacturerqs self audit (30.1.3.9).

Detail requirements for these items are described i“ 30. 1.3.1 through 30.1.3.6,
30.1.1.2, 30.1.1.8, 3.4.1.3, 3.4.7, 30.1.1.10, a“d 30.1.1.11.

30.1 .3.1 Functional bkock organization chart. This chart shalt show, in
functional block-diagram form, the Lines of authority and responsibility (both (in.
a“d staff) for origination, appr.ova L, and implementation of the several aspects of
the product assurance program. Names of the incumbents are not required in this
chart.

30 .1.3.2 Exam D(es of ma”. factoring f[ow chart. The f(ow chart for alt devices
shall reflect the comp Lete manufact”ri”g processes being used at the time and sha((
show all manufacturing, i“specti o”, testing and quality verification points and the
point where a(l materials or subassemblies enter the flow. The chnrt will identify
all major documents pertaining to the inspection of cmteria [s, the production
processes, the production environments and production controls which uere used.
The documents wi II be identified by name a“d nwnber. Changes approved thereafter
wi[[ be treated in accordance with the approved doc”me”t change c.a”trol procedures
in 3.4.7. For C[a SS K, the manufacturers sha[l maintain a fiLe or book of all
referenced d.ocwnents noted on the flow chart, including in-house documents
referenced there for use by the qualification or certification teams and the
designated Government representative.

30. 1.3.3 PrODrietary document identification. A Listing of proprietary
documents and areas sha([ be included in the program plan and mai”tai”ed o“ a
current basis (see 30.1).

30. 1.3.4 Exampies of design, material equipment, and Drocess instructions. An
example of each type of design, material, equipment, visual stnndard, a“d process
instruction used in the manufacture of microcircuits intended to be submitted for
acceptance inspection under this specification shall be included in the program
p[an. These may be either dummies or actual uorking documents, but sha(l in either
event show the form of the pert i”e”t document; blank forms shall not be i“c Luded.

30. 1.3.5 Examples of records. Examptes of records, complying with the
requirements of 30 .1.3.4 for instruct ic. ”s, sha(( be inc Luded in the program p[ an.

30 .1.3.6 Manufacturers interna( instructions for interna( visual i“specti.a..
The manufact. reras i“ter”al instructions for internal visuc?l inspection in
accordance with method 2017 and method 2032 of MI L- ST O-883 for the applicable
device class, shalt be inc Luded in the program pt . . .
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30. .3.7 ExamDles of test travelers. Screening and groups A, 8, C, and D test
trave ers sha Ll be included in the program pLan and maintained on current basis.
The t, st traveler uti Lized for qu~ity conformance inspection tots may be the same
trave *P as used for qualification lots. when in-line inspections are aLtoued
(i. e., alternate group A or B) the traveler shall include documentation of required
inspections. The test trave Lers shall inctude all manufacturer imposed tests.
Alternative methods of meeting these requirements may be approved by the qualifying
activity. The test traveler sha Ll include aLl the following minimum information:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

i.

j.

k.

1.

m.

Identification es to whether the lot is qualification or QC1.

Name or title of operation and specification number of each process or
test.

Identify part number, date code, and manufacturer internal lot
identification number.

Date of test and operator identification.

Calibration contro L number or equipment identification of all major
equipment components used for test.

Quantity tested and rejected for each process or test and actuai quantity
tested if sampted.

Serial numbers of passing and fai Ling devices when applicable.

Time in and out of process or test if critical to process or test resutts
(i. e., burn-in and 96 hour window).

Specific major conditions of test that are verifiable by operator inc Luding
times, temperature, rpm, etc. (required for MI L-s TD -1772, section B only).

The percent defective calculated and the pattern
burn-in.

Burn-in or life test board serial number or test
number and revision.

All reaui red variables data (see 4.6) exceDt for

failure analysis for

circuit identification

electrical tests
(attachments permitted). Not required for’ QCI traveler.

For electrical tests, test program number and revision and identify when
variables data is required.

30.1 .3.8 ExamDles of design and construction baseline. The design and
construction baseline form (i. e., a listing of the process specifications to be
qua Lified through HIL-s TD- 1772, Se Ct iOn B testing) shalt be inc(uded in the
manufacturers program plan and maintained under document control.

30. 1.3.9 Manufactureras self audit. The manufacturers self audit which
identifies key review areas, their frequency of audit and the corrective action
system to be employed when variations from approved procedures or specification
requirements are identified sha(i be i“ct”ded in the program plan.
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40. SELF AUDIT REQUIREMENTS

40.1 Self audit requirements. This portion of appendix A contains, details for
impkementatio” of the minimum requirements to be used in the man. facturer, s self
audi t ppog ram. The intent of this self audit program is to assure continued
conformance to miLitary specification requirements.

40.2 Definitions.

40 .2.1 Se(f audit. The performance of periodic surveys and reviews by the
device manufacture?, s designated personnel to eva Luate comp[ia”ce to miLitary
specifications.

40 .2.2 Audit check List. A form (isti”g specific items which are to be audited.

40.3 Generab.

40 .3.1 se~f audit program. The manufacturer sha[l establish an independent se(f
audit program u“dec the direction of the q.a(ity organization to assess the
effectiveness of the manufacture r,. quality ass. ra”ce system. The self audit shat(
identify any deficiencies for reso(.tie” in the processing, testing, or deviations
from specification requirements. The se[f audit shalt a[so review any differences
from the qualifying activity approved baseline, flow chart, test facility list,
etc.

40 .3.2 self audit representatives. The quality assurance representatives or
their designated appointees shalt perform a(l self audits. The designated auditors
shall be i“depende”t from the area being audited. If the use of an independent
auditor is not practical, then as a mi”inwm another individual she. (d be assigned
to participate in the audit or review the results with the auditor from the area.
The auditors shal! be trained in the area to be audited, in the applicable mi(itary
specification requirement a“d provided uith a“ appropriate check [ist for annotating
deficiencies. Prior to the audit, the assigned auditor shall review the previous
audit check (ist to assure corrective actions have bee” implemented and are
sufficient to correct the deficiencies.

40.3.3 Audit deficiencies. AL I audit deficiencies sha(l be documented on the
appropriate check Lis~ and a. copy submitted to the department head for corrective
action. AIL corrective actions shall be agreed to by the quality organization or
Material Revieu Board.

40 .3.4 Audit f.a Llo# UD. All audit reports wit( be filed a“d mai”tai”ed by the
quality organization. The quality organization shalt esteb Lish a procedure to
fOL[ou up on all audit deficiencies to assure that the corrective acti.ms have been
implemented in a time[y manner. A system (e. g., management review) sha(l atso be
established to review che acceptability and timeliness of all corrective actiom
and to determim if any deficiencies have repeated since the last required seLf
audit. If any deficiencies have occurred two or more times in the predetermined
time period, additional corrective actions shalt be taken to assure immediate
Correction of the probtem and the qua(ifyi”g activity shat( be notified.

● 40 .3.5 Audit Schedules. The originat audit frequency shall be established by
the .quaiity organization b“t i“ no case exceed t year for each area, ““Less
authorized by the qualifying activity. A self audit sha[l be co”d”cted a“d
corrective actions comp[eted prior to the initial qualifying activity audit.
Changes to the frequency of audit due to being co”si?. tently above or belou average
performance on the self e“dit shal L require approvat of the quality organization.
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● 40 .3.6 Self-audit rep Ort. The self-audit report sha[l be submitted aLong uith
any deficiencies and corrective action to the qua(ifyi”g activity for peview o“ an
annual basis as part of the retention report. The self-audit report shall be
signed by the quality assurance representative respo”sib[e for its overall
success or fa iLure. The manufacturer shall keep the self-audit report on file for a
minimum of b years. The manufactwer shal~ make avai(ab[e to the q“aiifying activity,
during reaudits, the self-audit report, deficiencies, and corrective actions taken.
The qualifying activity may modify the frequency of the se(f-audit or require
additional testing based o“ the self-audit report. A success. f”[ self-audit program
ca” be used by the qualifying activity to extend the reaudit interval or reduce the
audit time duration. If the qualifying activity determines the self-audit program is
ineffective a“d mace.s.ptable, certification approval ui(l be .ithheld.

* 40 .3.7 Se[f audit areas. The self audit will be performed to assure conformance
to the check !ist a“d miLitary specification i“ at [east the fo [lowing areas:

_

Calibration Training
Fabricatim Fai Lure ana~ysis
01 water co”t rots Qualification/QC1 sYstem
Assembly operations Document control
Electrical test Design change controk
Test methods Incoming inspection
Environmental control Inventory control and traceabi lity

● 40 .3.8 self audit checklist. The audit check (ist shall be approved by the q.a[ity
organization and maintained under document control. The check (ist sha(l be provided
to the auditor prior to initiation of eoch self audit. The check (ist sha Lt assure
that the qwa(ity ass”ca”ce system is adequate a“d foiioHed by aii pePso””el i“ each
area.

* 40 .3.9 Deficiency review. The man” fact”rer sha(l %“bmit to the qualifying
activity for revieu, any deficiencies that are considered major, a“y deficiency that
has repeated within the specified time period a“d alL corrective actions. The
qualifying activity may modify the frequency of the self audit or require additional
testing based on rhe data from the self audit.
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. TABLE 111. Prcduct assurance LWa!lram rewi refnents.

n-house ckxummt ation In-house records A program plan covering self atiit plan
overing these areas covering these areas these areas

(30.1.1)
covering these areas

(30.1.2) (30.1.3) (40.3)

Ccmersicn of custmr . . Persome[ traim a. $urcticmat b(ock a. Setf audit progrimn
requi renents into irg and testim organi zat i m chart (40.3.1)
nmufacturer, s (30.1.2.1) (30.1.3.1)
interna( instruct ions
(30.1.1.1)

PersormeL training b. Inspection b. Examples of b. SeLf audit repre-
ard testimg (30.1.1.2) operaticms manufacturing f Low sentatives (40.3.2)

(30.1.2.2) chart (30.1.3.2)

Impection of incaning c. Fai(ure ad c. Prcpri etary-docummt
materials ani defect reports identificatim
utilities ard of work ard ana I yses (30.1.3.3)
i~rocess (30.1.1 .3) (30.1.2.3)

Qua( i ty-ccotrol
operatims (30.1.1.4)

Quality assurance
operaticms (30.1.1.5)

Des i gn, process i ng,
manufncturi~
ecpipmt and
materials irstructim,
(30.1.1.6)

Ckanl it-ess ad
atmcsp?ere control in
Mork areas (30.1.1.7)

d. Change i“ des ig”, d. Examples of C!esig”,
materials, or material, eq.iprent,
processing and process
(30.1.2.4) instruct ions

(30.1.3.4)

e. EQ.Iipw?nt
calibrations
(30.1.2.5)

f. Process uti Iity
and materia[
crntrOLs
(30.1.2.6)

g. Prcduct Lot
identification
(30.1.2.7)

Exa@ es of records
(30.1.3.5)

Exarples of desi g.,
materia L ard process
change cmtro(
doctxnents (30.1.1.8)
and as required in
3.4.1.3

ExP@es of fai Lure
ard defect are Lysis
and data feed)ack
&cunmts (30.1.1.10)

Audit deficiencies
(40.3.3)

Audit fo((.n-up
(40.3.4)

Audit scheddes
(40.3.5)

Self audit reprt
(40.3.6)

Self audit areas
(40.3.7)

Design, materia(, .xd h. Pro&ct h. Exa?@es of corrective h, Setf audit checklist
prccess charge contro( t raceabi I i ty actim emd evacuation (40.3.8)
(30.1.1.8) (30.1.2.8) documents (30.1.1.11)

1031 and test
qipnent maintenance
ard ca[ibraticm
(30.1.1.9)

i. Mamfact.reras
interna L instrmtiwm
for internal visual
inspecticm (30.1.3.6)

i. Deficiency
review (40.3.9)
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TABLE 111. Prcduct assurarce pr.wram rem irmemts - Cmtirwe-d.

n-h-e doctm?ntation In-house records A progr%n plan covering Se[f audit plan
overing these areas covering these areas these areas

(30.1.1)
covering these areas

(30.1.2) (30.1.3) (40.3)

Failure ad defect j. Exen@es of test
analysis ad data travelers (30.1.3.7)
feedaack (30.1.1.10)

Corrective acticm and k. Examples of design ard
evahmtion (30.1.1.11) constructim baseLine

(30.1.3.8)

Incaning, in process, (. Mamfacturer, s se~f
ard outgoing inventory .mdit (30.1.3.9)
cmtrol (30.1.1.12)

schematics (30.1.1.13)

Em handing control
program (30.1.1.14)
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STATISTICAL SAMPLING, TEST AND 1NSPECTION PROCEDURES

10. SCOPE

10.1 -. This appendix contains statistical sampling qualification
procedures used Mith hybrid microcircuits. This appendix is a mandatory part of
the specification. The information contained herein is intended for compliance.

20. APPLICASLE DOCUMENTS

This section is

30. GENERAL

30.1 Definitions.
samp(ing procedures:

not applicable to this document.

The fol iowing definitions sha(L apply for a(l statistical

. . PDA series: The percent defective a(lowab[e (P DA) series is defined as
the fol(owi. g decreasing series of PDA vatues:
3, 2,

50, 30, 20, 15, 10, 7, 5,
1.5, 1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1.

b. Tightened PDA inspection: Tightened PDA inspection is defined as
inspection performed using the next PDA va(ue in the PDA series which is
Iouer than that specified.

c. Acceptance number (c):

d. Rejection number (r):

30.2 symbols. The fotlowi”g
procedures:

a. c: Acceptance number.

b. r: Rejection number.

The acceptance “umber is defined as zero.

Rejection number is defined as .am or more.

symbols shalt app(y for all statistical sampling

40. STATISTICAL SAMPLING PROCEDURES ANO TASLE

40.1 Genera L. Statistical sampling sha(l be conducted using a sample size
(accept number) method as specified in tab(e IV herein. The procedures specified
herein are suitab Le for all quakity con fc. rrna”ce requirements. For reevaluation
purposes, see 6.4.

40. 1.1 Selection of samples. Samples shal L be randomly selected from the
inspection lot or inspection sublets. For continuous production, the manufacturer,
at his option, may select the sample in a regular periodic rnan”er during
manufacture provided the Lot meets the formation of i.ats requirement.

40 .1.2 Fai(ures. Failure of a unit for one or more tests of a s“bgro”p sha(L be
charged as a single failure.

40.2 Sinqle- lot samo(i”g method. Quality conformance i“spectio” information
(sample sizes and number of observed defective) shat L be accum”tated from a si”g(e
inspection Lot to demonstrate conformance to the individua( s“bgrc.”p criteria.
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40.2.1 sample size. The samp Le size for each subgroup shal( be determined from
table IV and shall meet the specified samp Le size (accept number).

40 .2.2 Acceptance procedure. If zero failures are found in the init iat sampte
of the required sample size, the lot shall be accepted. If the observed number of
defective from the initial samp Le is greater than zero, e second sample of double
the initiai samp[e size may be selected from the original sub( Lot). The sub( lot)
may be accepted if zero defective are observed in this doub Le-size sample.

40.2.3 One hundred Dercent inspection. Inspection of 100 percent of the lot
shal L be allowed, at the option of the manufacturer, for any or all subgroups other
than those uhich are called !Cdestructiveit. If the observed percent defective for
the inspection lot exceeds the specified POA series va[ue for the samp[e SiZe
specified, the tot shall be considered to have failed the appropriate subgroup.
100 percent samp Ling is required where Lot size is sma L[er than the required samp~e
size with zero defective aL lowed. Resubmission of lots tested o“ a 100 percent
inspection bases shall also be o“ a 100 percent inspection basis and in accordance
with the tightened POA inspection criteria (see 30. lb).

TABLE IV. Samo[e size (acceot number) samolinq OLan. ~/ ~

Minimum size of sample to be tested to assure, with a 90 percent confidence, that a
lot having percent defective equal to the specified samp(e size (accept. number) uiLl
not be accepted (single sampte)

E
PDA series

Accept number
C=o, r?l

50 30 20 15 10 7 5 3 2

1

Minimum sample size (accept number) I
5(o) 8(o) 11(0) 15(0) 22(o) 32(0) 45(o) 76(0) 116(0)

PDA series 1.5 1 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.2 .15 0.1

I I Minimum samp Le sizes (accept number) I
I

1Accept number
C=o, r?l 153(0) 231(0) 328(0) 461(0) 767(0) 1152(0) 1534(0) 2303(0)

Sample sizes are based upon the Poisson exponential binomial limit.
In this specification lot tol.era”ce percent defective (LTPD) has been replaced with
sample size (accept number) where the accept number is zero. Uhere reference is
made by unrevised test methods of MI L- ST D-883 to an LTPO value, that val Ue sha([ be
found in the POA series and the sample size shall be the va{ue immediately below
the PDA series va[ue. The accept number shalt aL ways be zero.
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DEVICE PROCUREMENT SPECIF1 CATION

* 10. SCOPE

10.1 =. This appendix contains the detai(s of the device procurement
Specific oti.o” requirements needed to define i“dividua( microcircuit types for
procurement . This appendix is a mandatory part of the specification. The
information contoimd herein is intended for c.amp Lia”ce.

* 20.

This

* 30.

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

section is not app(icab[e to this appendix.

OEVICE PROCUREMENT SPECIF ICATION

30.1 -. This draui”g forms a part of a one part o“e part number
documentation system (see 80.6). This dra. i”g describes device requirements for
hybrid microcircuits to be processed i“ accordance with MI L-N-38534. TwrJ product
assurance classes, military high re(iabikiry (device c( ass H) and space application
(device class K) a“d a choice of case o.tti”es a“d [cad finishes are .vai Lable and
are ref Lec ted i“ the Part . . Identifying Number (PIN). When avai[abte, a choice of
radiation hardness assurance leveks are refiec ted i“ the PIN.

30.2 ~. The PIN sha(l be as shoun i“ the fo(loui”g example:

5962

_Li

Xxxxx &

1111
Federal RHA Device Device Case Lead
stock class designator type class out(ine finish
designator (30.2.1)

\
(30.2.2) designator (30.2.4) (30.2.5)

\ (30.2.3)
\/

Drawing “umber

30 .2.1 Radiation hardness assurance (R HA) designator. Oevice c(asses H and K RHA
marked devices sha Ll meet the HIL- H-38534 specified RNA Leve Ls and shall be marked
uith the appropriate RHA designator. A dash (-) indicates a non-RNA device.

30.2.2 Device tyoe(s). The device type(s) shall identify the circuit function
as fo(~ous:

Device tyDe Generic number Circuit function

30.2.3 Oevice cLass designator. This device class designator sha Ll be a sing(e
letter identifying the product ass. ra”ce level as foL(ows:

Device class Device requirements documentation

Hor K Certification and qualification to MI L-H-38534
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30 .2.4 Case out Line(s~. The case outline(s) shall be as designated in appendix C
of MI L- H-3851O, and as fo (lows:

outline letter Case outline

30.2.5 Lead finish. The lead finish shal L be as specified in M IL-H-38534 for
c[ asses H and K. Finish letter ,, X,( shell “ot be marked on the microcircuit or its
packaging. The Ii XII designation is for use in specifications when lead finishes A, B,
and C are considered acceptable and interchangeable without preference.

30.3 Absolute maximum ratings. j./

Operating temperature range
Positive SUPPLY voltage
Negative supply voltage
Input vott.age
Power dissipation (P )
Storage temperature Pange
Lead temperature (so Ldering, 10 seconds)
Therms{ resistance, junction-to-case (O )
Electrostatic discharge sensitivity (Esd~)
G-force
Other parameters (device specific)

30.4 Recommended oneratinu condit ions.

Operating temperature range (case (Tc) or ambient (TA) as appropriate)
Supply voltages
Other parameters (device specific)

● 40. APPLICABLE DDCUMENTS

40.1 Government specifications. standards. but(et in. and handbook. Untess
otherwise specified, the foL lowing specifications, standards, bulletin, and handbook
of the issue listed in that issue of the Department of Defense Index of
Specifications and Standards specified in the solicitation, form a part of this
drawing to the extent specified herein.

SPECIFICATIONS

MILITARY

MI L- M-3851O Microcircuits< Genera[ Specification for.
MI L-H-38534 Nybrid Microcircuits, General Specification for.

II Stresses above the absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage to
the device. Extended operation at the maximum leve Ls may degrade
performance and affect reliability.
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STANDARD

MILITARY

MI L- ST D-480

MI L-s TD-883

BULLETIN

MILITARY

HIL-BUL- 103

HA NDBDOK

MILITARY

MI L- HDBX- 780 Standardized Mi{itary Drawings.

Configuration Contrc.l -Engineering Changes, Deviations
and Waivers.
Test Methods and Procedures for Micro e[ectro”ics.

List of Standardized Mi(itary Dra Hings (S MO, S).

(Copies of the specifications,
ma”ufact. rers in connection Mith
from the contracting activity or

40.2 Order of precedence. 1.
drawing a“d the references cited

standards, bulletin, a“d handbook required by
specific acquisition functions should be obtained
as directed by the contracting activity. )

the event of a con f(ict between the text of this
herein, the text of this drawing shat[ take

preced~nce.

● 50. REQUIREMENTS

50.1 Item re.a. ireme”ts. The indi. idua( item req. ireme”ts sha Ll be in accordance
with M IL-H-38534 and as specified herein.

50.2 Desi.qn, construction, and phys icat dimensions. The design, construction, and
physical dime” si.ans shall be as specified in M IL-H-38534 and herein.

50 .2.1 Case outline(s). The case o.tli”e(s)
herein and figure .

50 .2.2 Terminal connection(s). The termina L
on figure .

sh~l( be in accordance with 30 .2.4

connection(s) sha(l be as specified

50.2.3 Truth tab(e(s). The truth table(s) shatt be as specified on figure .

50.2.4 Loaic diagram(s). The logic diagram,(s) shall be as specified o“ figure .

50.3 Electrical Performance characteristics. Unless otheruise specified herein,
the electrical performance characteristics are as specified in table 1 a“d shatl

aPP~Y Over the fu~[ specified operating temperature range.

50.4 Electrical test requirements. The electrical test requirements shall be the
subgrc. ”ps specified in table VI. The elect rica[ tests for each s“bgro”p are
described i“ table V.

50.5 Marking. Harking shalt be in accordance with MI L-H-38534. The part shatl be
marked with the PIN listed i“ 30.2 herein. in addition, the ma”” facturer, s part
number may also be marked as tis ted in QML -38534.

50.6 Ma”ufact”rer eliqibi(ity. 1. addition to the generat requirements of
MI L-H-38534 the manufacturer of the part described herein sha LL submit for OESC-ECC
review a“d approval electrical test data (variab [es format) on 22 devices from the
intiak quality conformance inspection group A lot samp(e,
line,

produced on the certified
for each device type Listed herein. The data should also include a summary of

all parameters nla”ua[ly tested, and for those .hich, if any, are guaranteed.
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50.7 Certificate of c.amotiance. A certificate of compliance shall be required
from a manufacturer i“ order to supply to this drouing. The certificate of compliance
submitted to DE SC-ECC prior to (is. ting as an approved source of supply shall affirm
that the manufacturers product meets the requirements of MI L-H-38534 and the
requirements herein.

50.8 Certificate of conformance. A certificate of conformance as required in
MI L-H-38534 shall be provided with each lot of microcircuits de(ivered to this
drawing.

* 60. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

60.1 Samp Li”g and inspection. Sampling and inspection procedures shalt be in
accordance with H IL-H-38534 and method 5008 of MI L-s TD -883.

60.2 Screening. Screening shall be i“ accordance with MI L-H-38534, a“d sha Ll be
conducted on all devices prior to quality co”forma”ce inspection. The following
additional criteria sha(( app Ly:

a. Burn-in test, method 1015 of MI L-s TD -883.

(1) Test condition or using the circuit submitted with the certificate
of compliance (see 50.7 herein).

(2) TA as specified in accordance with table 1 of method 1015 of
HIL-s TD -883.

b. Interim and fina L electrical test parameters shall be as specified i“ tab(e
VI herein, except interim electrical parameter tests prior to b“r”-i” are
opt ionat at the discretion of the manufacturer.

TABLE V. Electrical performance characteristics.

Condition Device Group A Limits (l”it
-55-C s T A s.+125. c Type subgroups Min Max

unless othernjse specified

List specific tests with parameters.
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TABLE VI. Electrical test requirements.

MI L-s TD-883 test requirements Subgroups
(per method

5008, group A
test tabte)

Interim electrical parameters

Finai e[ectricat test parameters

Group A test requirements I
Group C end-point .Lectrica(

parameters

MI L-s TD- 883 test requirements Subgroups
(per method

5005, tab Le 1)

Group E end-point electrical
parameters

*PDA applies to s“bgro”p 1

FIGURES Inctuding case out tines, terminal connections,
test circuits, logic diagrams a“d waveforms as

truth tabk es, switching
required.

60.3 Quatity conformance i“specti.m. Quality conformance inspection shal L be in
accordance with M IL-H-38534 and as specified herein. Inspections to be performed
shall be those specified in method 5008 of MI L- ST O-883 and herein for groups A, B, C,
and D inspections ( see 60 .3.1 through 60.3.5 ).

60.3.1 Group A inspection. Group A inspection shal L be i“ acc.arda”ce with
NIL-H-38534 and as fo~lows:

a. Tests shall be as specified i“ tabte vi herein.

b. Subgroups , , and i“ table X, method 5008 of MI L-s TD -883 shal L be
omitted.

c. Subgroups 7 and 8 shai L inc[ude verification of the truth table.
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60.3.2 Group B inspection. Group B inspection shat[ be in accordance with
MI L-H-38534.

60 .3.3 Group C inspection. Group c inspection shall be in accordance with
MI L-H-38534 and as follows:

a. End-point electrical parameters sha Lt be as specified in table VI herein.

b. Steady-state life test conditions, method 1005 of MI L- ST O-883.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Test condition or using the circuit submitted Mith the certificate
of compliance (see 50.7 herein).

as specified in accordance with tabte 1 of method 1005 of
;fL-s To-883.

Test duration: 1,000 hours, except as permitted by method 1005 of
MI L-s TD- 883.

60 .3.4 Grou D D inspection. Group D inspection shall be in accordance uith
M IL-H-38534.

60 .3.5 Grou D E inspection. Group E inspection is required only for parts intended
to be marked as radiation hardness assured (see 50.5 herein). RHA (evels for device
classes H and K shall be M, D, R, and Il. RHA quatity conformance inspection sample
tests shall be performed at the (evet specified in the purchase order.

a. RHA tests for device classes H and K for levels M, D, R, and H shalk be
performed through each Level to determine at what Levets the devices meet
the RHA requirements. These RHA tests shatl be performed for initial
qualification and after design or process changes uhich may affect the RHA
performance of the device.

b. End-point electrical parameters shalt be as specified in tabte VI herein.

c. Prior to total dose irradiation, each se~ected sample shall be assembled in
its qualified package. It shall pass the specified group A electrical
parameters in table V for subgroups specified in tab[e VI herein.

d. For device c(asses H and K, the devices shall be subjected to radiation
hardness assured tests as specified in HIL-H-38534 for RHA [evel being
tested: and meet the post irradiation end-point electrical parameter limits
as defined in table V at 1A = +23-C *5 %, after exposure.

e. Prior to and during total dose irradiation testing, the devices shall be
biased so that 50 % of the devices are tested at inputs high and 50 % are at
inputs low. Devices shall be biased as follows:

(1) Inputs tested high, VC = VO(t S dc, RC
voLts dc, RIM =

‘*+5 %, VIN=
n +20 $, and all outpu$s are open.

(2)
‘“puts ‘ested ‘0” ‘c: = ‘o[ts ‘c’ ‘cc = “ ‘5 “ “N =0.0 V dc, and al( ou puts are open.

f. For device classes H and K, subgroups 1 and 2 in tab Le V, method 5005 of
MI L- ST D-883 sha LL be tested as appropriate for device construction.

9. When specified in the purchase order or contract, a COPY of the RHA delta
iimits sha Ll be supplied
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* 70. PACKAGING

70.1 Packaging requirements. The requirements for packaging shall be in
accordance with MI L-H-38534.

* 80. NOTES

80.1 Intended use. Microcircuits conforming to this drewing are intended for
ori gina L equipment design applications and Logistic support of existing equipment.

80.2 Replaceability. Microcircuits covered by this drawing wil( rep(ace the same
generic device covered by a contractor-prepared specification or drnuing.

80.3 Configuration control of SMD8S. A[l proposed changes to existing SMD8S wilt
be coordinated with the users of record for the i“divid”a( documents. This
coordination will be accomplished in accordance with MI L- ST D-481 using DD Form 1693,
Engineering Change Proposal (Short Form).

80,4 Record of users. MiLitary and industria( users sha([ inform Defense
Electronics Supply Center when e system application re.q”ires Configuration contr. (
and the applicable SMD. DESC Mil( maintain a record of users and this list will be
used for coordination and distribution of changes to the drauings. users of drawings
covering microelectronics devices (FSC 5962) should contact DE SC- ECC, te(ephone (513)
2’?6-8527.

80.5 Comments. Comments on this drawing should be directed to DE SC- ECC, Dayton,
Dhio 45444, or telephone (513) 296-8525.

80.6 Dne part - one part number system. The one part one part number system
described be Lou has been developed to aliow for transitions between identica! generic
devices covered by the four major microcircuit requirements documents (M IL- M-3851O,
MI L-H-38534, MI L-I-38535, and 1 .2.1 of MI L-s TD -883) without the necessity for the
generation of unique part numbers. The four mikitary requirements documents
represent different class /qua[ity levels, and previously when a device manufacturer
upgraded military product from one ctasslquatity Level to another, the benefits of
the upgraded product were unavai [able to the Origina[ Equipment Manufacturer (OEM),
who was contractually locked into the original unique part number. 8Y establishing a
one nart number svstem cover ina al( three documents. the OEM can Drocure to the
high’est c(asslquaiity level av~i(ab(e for a given g~neric device io meet system needs
without modifying the original contract parts se(ect ion criteria.

Mi(itary documentation format

Mew M1L-M-3851O MiLitary Detail
Specifications (in the SMD format)

New MI L-H-38534 Standardized Military
Orawings

Neu MI L-I-38535 Standardized MiLitary
Drawings

New 1 .2.1 of MI L- STO-883 Standardized
Mi[itary Drawings

Example
Part number
under new svstem

5962 -XX XX XZZ(B or S)YY

5962 -XX XX XZZ(H or K)YY

5962 -XXXXXZZ(O or V)YY

5962 -XX XX XZZ(M)YY

Manufacturing
source Listinq

QPL-3851O
(Part 1 or 2)

QHL-38534

QML-38535

MIL-SUL- 103

Document
Listinq

HIL-BUL- 103

MIL-BUL- 103

MI L-8 UL-103

HIL-SUL- 103
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90. GENERAL

90.1 Contractor-ureDared hvbrid microcircuit device procurement specifications.
Contractor prepared device procurement specifications for hybrid microcircuits shall
be prepared in Standardized Military Orawing (S)(D) format and shall utilize relevant
portions of this specification. Contractor-prepared hybrid microcircuit device
procurement specifications shall be approved by the acquiring activity as acceptable
for the requirements of a specific contractor order at the time of acquisition.

90.2 ADD licable documents. Hybrid microcircuit device procurement specifications
shall comply with the requirements of MI L- ST O-883, MI L-s TD -1331, and this
specification.

90.3 Content and format. The hybrid microcircuit device procurement specification
shall be prepared i“ a format a“d c.a”tai” details so as to clearly identify uhich

parameters, limits, and conditions of test shall be applied i“ response to any given
requirement of this specification (i. e., .qua Lificati o”, quality conformance
inspection, scree”i”g, etc.). A(1 parameters, iimits, and conditions of test which
reflect the intended functions of the hybrid microcircuit and which are
characteristic of the hybrid microcircuit shall be specified.

90.4 Special requirements. Any special requirements (e. g., extended or
accelerated retiabi(itv demonstration tests) shal( be stated in the hvbrid
microcircuit device procurement specification. The hybrid microcircuit device
procurement specification shall specify the basis for sample se[ecti on, samp(e size,
test conditions, accept or reject criteria, failure analysis or reporting and
inspection status (q”alificati.a”, qua Lity co”f.arma”ce groups A, B, C, D or screening)
as applicable.

90.5 Contra ctor-pre Dared detail element specifications or drawin.as.
Contractor-prepared specifications for the elements (substrates, semiconductor chips,
packages, etc. ) used in the manufacture of hybrid microcircuits shall be prepared in
mi[itary format and shall be approved by the acquiring activity as acceptable for the
requirements of a specific c.a”tractor order at the time of acquisition.

100. SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

100.1 Individual item requirements. The hybrid microcircuit device procurement
specification or element draui”gs sha Ll cover the items listed in a through n below:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Part number of the applicable detail specification (inctuding date and
revision letter, if applicable).

Oesign, construction, and physica L dimensions (see 3.5).

Special marking provisions (see 3.6).

Acceptance numbers as applicable.

Identification of the fol Loming electrical test parameters:

(1) Pre burn-in (if applicable).

(2) Final electrical.

(3) Group A.

(6) End points for groups C and D (if applicable).
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f.

9.

h.

i.

j.

k.

1.

m.

n.

0.

P.

MI L-H-38534A

APPENDIX C

Specify whether the case is conductive or nonconductive.

For metat cases, specify whether
to any part of the device.

Delta limits.

Burn-in and (ife test circuits.

Schematic diagram.

the case is connected to the ground lead or

Lend designations and interna( con”ectio”s.

Test circuits.

Electrostatic sensitivity.

Radiation Hardness assurance (as applicable),

Test data (variab (es or attributes).

Pre/post burn-in test parameters.

100.2 MI L- ST D-883 details. In addition to the items listed i“ 100.1, the
awticab~e details required by MI L- ST D-883 shat( be Listed in the device procurement
specification.
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Acceptance procedure
Acquiring activity (procuring activity)
Acquisition requirements
Alternate lCD evacuation
Antistatic materials
Appendix A. Qual i ty assurance program
Appendix B. statistical samp Ling, test and inspection

procedures
Appendix C. Device procurement specification
Appl~ceble documents
App[l cable documents
Appt~cab Le documents
App[!cable documents
Applicable documents
Audit check [ist
Audit deficiencies
Audit follow up
Audit scheduies
Basetine index of documents
Beryltium oxide package identifier
Burn-in
Burn-in acceptance criteria
Burn-in lot
Case out 1 ine
Catalog standard hybrid microcircuit
Certification mark
Certification of conformance and acquisition

traceability
Certification and qualification
Change of the qua Lity assurance program
Changes from previous issue
Changes in design, materials, or processing
class r, major changes
CLass H Serialization
Class K serialization
Classification of examinations and tests
Classification of requirements
Cleanliness and atmosphere control in work areas
Compliant hybrid microcircuits
Compound bond
Compound bonding
Conductive materials
Configuration control
Configuration documents
Conflicting requirements
Control end inspection of acquisition sources
Control and inspection records
Control of criticai processes and procedures
Conversion of customer requirements into manufacturers

internal instructions
Corrective action and evaluation

40.2.2
3.1.3.19
6.2
3.4.2.1
3.1 .3.1

2.
20.
20.
20.
40.
40.2.2
40.3.3
40.3.4
40.3.5
3. 1.3.2
3.6.8.1
4.5.1
4.5. 1.3
3. 1.3.3
6.6.3
6.6.1
3.6.8.3
3.3.1

3.4.1
3.4. 1.3
6.7
30. 1.2.4
3.4.7.1
3.6.7.2
3.6.7.1
4.3.1
3.3
30.1 .1.7
3.1.3.11
3. 1.3.4
3.7.2.4
3. 1.3.5
3.4.7
4. 1.4
3. 1.2
4. 1.5
.4. 1.3
4.1.2.
30. 1.1

30. 1.1

1

11

w

63
6

44
12

5
48
62

64
1

48
62
64
65
58
58
58
58

5
24
35
36

5
46
45
25

a

10

;;
54
13
24
24
32

8
50

5
5

28

1:
31

4
31
31
30
49

51
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country of manufacture
Country of origin
Custom hybrid microcircuit
Data
Data recording
Deficiency review
De finiti.a”s
De fi”iti.ans
Definitions
De lidding of devices
De[ta (A) [imits
Design a“d construction
Design and ma”” factoring doc.mentatio”
Design, material, a“d process change contro(
Design, processing, manufacturing equipment, end

materials instructions
Design, processing, manufacturing, .“d testing

instr. ctio”s
Destructive tests
Device
Device elements
Device procurement speci
Device proc. vement speci
Device topography
Device type
Die family
Disposal of samp~es
Dissipative mater ia(s
Distributor inventory, t mceability. and hand(inq

cent rot
ESD ha”d[i”g control program
Electrical circuit design
Electrostatic discharge sensitivity (ESDS)
Electrostatic discharge sensitivity (E SD) identifier
Ekement
ELement evaluation
Element evaluation
ELement replacement
Element wire rebonding
End point
Envi romnent control
Equipment calibrations
Examp[es of design a“d construction baseline
Examples of design, matepi at, equipment, a“d prOCe SS

instructions
Examples of manufacturing ftow chart
Examp[es of records
Examples of test traveters
External visua( screen
Fai[ure a“slysis o+ burn-in screen fait”res for c( ass

S devices
Failure and corrective action reports
Failure a“d defect analysis a“d data feedback
Failures
Film nlicrocirc”it (or fi(m integrated .jrc”jt)
Final sea(
Finish thickness meas”reme”ts

Paraqra Dh

3.2.1
3.6.6
6.6.2
4.6. 1.3
4.7
.40.3.9
6.6
40.2
30.1
3.7.2.7
3.1.3.6
3.5
3.5.5
3D.1 .1.8
30.1 .1.6

30. 1.1

6 .3.2.2
6.6.4
3.5.9
3. !.?
30.
3.5.5.1
6.6.5
6.6.6
4.3.2.1
3. 1.3.7
4. 1.8

30.1.1.14
3.5.11
3. 1.3.8
3.6.8.2
3. 1.3.9
3.4.2
4.4
3.7.2.5
3.7.2.2
4.6. 1.2
3.7.1
30.1 .2.5
30. 1.3.8
30.1 .3.4

30.1 .3.2
30.1 .3.5
30.1 .3.7
4.5.2
4.5. 1.1

4.3.5.3
30.1.1.10
40. 1.2
6.6.7
3.1.3.10
3.5.8 .3.1

L?a2

7
24
46
38
43
59
45
58
62
29

5
16
16
50
50

48

33
46
21

6:

1:
46
33

3?

51
22

5
24

5
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28
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38
26
54
57
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56
56
57
37
35
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Formation of lots
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General
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General inspection c.mditi.ans
General rework and repair provisions
Government documents
Government source inspection for ctass K devices
Group A electrical testing
Group A electrical testing
Group B inspection
Group B inspection
Group C i“spectio”
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Inspection of packaging
lnspectio” operations
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